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Abstract  

 

Every technology has advantages and disadvantages. RFID is a new technology when compared with 

other technologies like networking and telecommunication technologies and much more modern in 

Iran, with lots of unrevealed and not recognized features and applications. In business fields like 

supply chain the concerns of RFID security vulnerabilities, seem to be the reason for low rate of 

adaption. The current research is trying to create or suggest a theory or model to executives of RFID 

in Iran, in order to help the speed up and spread. The researcher investigated through commercial and 

technical companies involved with RFID technology and implementations in Iran. The current 

research is focused on the companies' projects which support vast variety of supply chains and is a 

qualitative research based on case studies. This survey gives a comparison with foreign RFID 

executives' experiences and concerns in order to find the common and differential points. It would be 

helpful in specifying the heaviest concern or concerns in a statistical comparison.  

Here in the current research the area which the investigation is around it is the e-Commerce 

applications in the market place, which could be affected and become more efficient or accelerated by 

the use of wireless technology and devices generally, and RFID applications and accessories 

specifically. The attempt is towards finding and empirical test of a theoretical model aimed at 

explaining a comparison between security concerns to show the most important efficient one to be 

considered in the RFID context when implemented in supply chains.  

In the literature review, the foreign concerns and issues were categorized in three, E-Commerce 

security, RFID security concepts and issues and RFID in supply chains. Then a conceptual framework 

was proposed to build links between a secure model of RFID (AIMS4MSD) and supply chains 

members also with the backbone network where the databases and servers were located. In the current 

explanatory research relationships are the impacts of RFID on supply chain and security features are 

variables. With an inductive approach the theory is built from samples and cases towards rules and 

laws. The current thesis is based on grounded theory and case studies as strategies to complete the 

research. And the author followed within case and cross case procedures to analyze the primary and 

secondary data gathered from foreign works and in-depth interviews organized and performed with 

seven (7) RFID companies in Iran as the research statistical society with a snowball sampling method. 

At the end as the findings the research questions were answered and concluded that in order to benefit 

efficiently from RFID in supply chains it is needed to consider security concerns and standards and 

provide adequate trainings for users and staff concurrently. These would be helpful in recognizing the 

most effective vulnerabilities around RFID when being implemented in supply chains.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction  

 

1.1 Abstract  

 

Every technology has advantages and disadvantages. RFID is a new technology when compared 

with other technologies like networking and telecommunication technologies and much more modern 

in Iran, with lots of unrevealed and not recognized features and applications. In business fields like 

supply chain the concerns of RFID security vulnerabilities, seem to be the reason for low rate of 

adaption. The current research is trying to create or suggest a theory or model to executives of RFID 

in Iran, in order to help the speed up and spread. The researcher investigated through commercial and 

technical companies involved with RFID technology and implementations in Iran. The current 

research is focused on the companies' projects which support vast variety of supply chains and is a 

qualitative research based on case studies. This survey gives a comparison with foreign RFID 

executives' experiences and concerns in order to find the common and differential points. It would be 

helpful in specifying the heaviest concern or concerns in a statistical comparison.  

Here in the current research the area which the investigation is around it is the e-Commerce 

applications in the market place, which could be affected and become more efficient or accelerated by 

the use of wireless technology and devices generally, and RFID applications and accessories 

specifically. The attempt is towards finding and empirical test of a theoretical model aimed at 

explaining a comparison between security concerns to show the most important efficient one to be 

considered in the RFID context when implemented in supply chains.  

In the literature review, the foreign concerns and issues were categorized in three, E-Commerce 

security, RFID security concepts and issues and RFID in supply chains. Then a conceptual framework 

was proposed to build links between a secure model of RFID (AIMS4MSD) and supply chains 

members also with the backbone network where the databases and servers were located. In the current 

explanatory research relationships are the impacts of RFID on supply chain and security features are 

variables. With an inductive approach the theory is built from samples and cases towards rules and 

laws. The current thesis is based on grounded theory and case studies as strategies to complete the 

research. And the author followed within case and cross case procedures to analyze the primary and 

secondary data gathered from foreign works and in-depth interviews organized and performed with 

seven (7) RFID companies in Iran as the research statistical society with a snowball sampling method. 

At the end as the findings the research questions were answered and concluded that in order to benefit 

efficiently from RFID in supply chains it is needed to consider security concerns and standards and 

provide adequate trainings for users and staff concurrently. These would be helpful in recognizing the 

most effective vulnerabilities around RFID when being implemented in supply chains. 

1.2 Background  

 

1.2.1 Definition of the Supply Chain  

 

According to Lewis-2004 "The supply chain is a complex multi-stage process which involves 

everything from the procurement of raw materials used to develop products, and their 

delivery to customers via warehouses and distribution centers." Supply chain is locatable in 
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different organizations like service, manufacturing and retail however the complexity is 

varied from firm to firm and industry to industry. Supply chain management acts like a 

superintendent of information and finances of these materials. It happens when they pass 

through the different processes in coordination and integration of the flows among varied 

companies involved.  The profitability of a company is directly affected by the efficiency of 

the supply chain. There would not be any surprise when many large corporate companies 

have made the profitability a fundamental part of their strategy and invested a lot in software 

systems like ERP and WMS and designed IT infrastructure to control inventory, track and 

trace products and manage accompanied finance. (Steve Lewis - 2004- A basic Introduction 

to RFID technology and its use in the Supply Chain- Laran RFID)  

 

1.2.2 Definition of e-Commerce 

 

According to Rayport and Jaworski (2001) cited by Tom Addison – 2003, defined e-

Commerce formally as "Technology mediated exchanges between parties (individuals, 

organizations or both) as well as the electronically based intra- or interorganizational 

activities that facilitate such exchanges." According to Schneider and Perry (2000) cited by 

Tom Addison – 2003 define the e-Commerce when electronic data transmission is used to 

implement or enhance any business process.  

Watson, Berthon, Pitt, and Zinkhan (2000) cited by Tom Addison – 2003 think that the usage 

of information technology in order to enhance communications and transactions with a 

company‗s stakeholders and activities such as launching a web page to facilitate those 

communications is related to electronic commerce. In narrow instances a mechanism for 

internet-enabled electronic data interchange (EDI) is adjacent with the description of e-

Commerce.  

 

1.2.3 Introduction to RFID  

 

A technology that suggests vast potential for change management activities when automates 

the process and provides accurate and trusted data is called RFID by Furnell. RFID has a 

unique identity which gives each physical object a globally unique digital identity that is able 

to be read from a distance without necessity of LOS (Line Of Sight). Usually it does not 

contain a battery. By the features mentioned, RFID proposes significant potentials helpful for 

changing the ways we have done our business. This is meant by new ways of assessing and 

integrating the real world into information systems done by the RFID features. To achieve 

RFID potential, security needs more great attention.  

Three security scenarios shall be considered:  Firstly automation activities and thereby 

decreasing the potential business and security risks caused by human error is when RFID is 

implemented in order to amend an existing business process. Secondly, new risks are 

propounded by RFID for a process, not similar to barcodes, RFID tags have the ability to be 

used in security- sensitive applications like ticketing, access control and product 

authentication. So automated aspects and invisible properties are needed to be controlled by 

security and risks should be kept from being mass abused. RFID provides a high level of 
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automation in the systems and processes so if any security event happens before 

countermeasures be effective, the result would be a disaster. Thirdly, when RFID gather data 

and is a technology which measures the process, is an enabler for new business applications.  

Activities and actions which were not measurable now can deliver effective metrics. Security 

has a major role in creating trust in the data and activities involved.  

Furnell claims that nowadays enterprises operate in a global economy. Previously 

manufacturing and supply operations were working closely, but now they are spread all 

around the world. Global sourcing provides the possibility for companies to focus on the 

high-value aspects of their business, but here a need for an operating model which can 

effectively encompasses a distributed, multi-enterprise supply chain.  

The Electronic Product Code (EPC) is becoming a technology which use advanced sensory 

systems (e.g., Radio Frequency Identification [RFID]) and activating efficiency and accuracy 

of business operations during the broadened supply chain. By supply and demand data that is 

being shared changes when supply chains work near real time would be sensed by 

enterprises. Using an IP based network as leverage would be helpful to share information. 

Simultaneously it brings integrity and security concerns. Each enterprise defines security 

policies which outlines the information that is going to be extended to supply chain. Here an 

intelligent security framework is needed.  

Consequently a conductive prototype for critical business on Internet is established and 

realized. Every business in modern world has a line of online business. According to applying 

online business some common security challenges would be bolded and needs attention in 

order to conduct secure, safe and trustworthy communications across today‗s complex global 

networks Furnell concluded.  

This paper outlines security concerns around RFID and its use in supply chains. It highlights 

current nowadays security technologies and compare them together. Here was an attempt to 

cover most but not all security concerns which shall be focused on, when being implemented 

in supply chains.  

 

1.2.4 Applications of RFID in various industries  

 

The modern businesses globally are involved with new aspects of data gathering, data 

sharing, data transfer and data security. According to Furnell they expand business processes 

with partners who share their trades. A considerable volume of data shared by RFID with 

partners or customers and infrequently with some competitors in special cases - when they 

want to perform a mass shopping in a syndicate- are used in supply chains. It happens with 

the parts of supply chain such as suppliers, manufactures, warehousing, wholesalers, retailers 

and end users, when they equipped their chains with RFID. By this different applications in 

various industries can be the consumers of RFID in their supply chains. 

Each industry which owns a lots of data volumes and perform its production – services or 

goods- with sharing, transferring, storing or monitoring data, could be one of the RFID 

customers if they want to stay alive and active among the modern industries. These industries 
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are concerned about the security issues propounded around RFID and mainly ask for a 

minimum level of information security; when their information is vital and their commercial 

life is severely dependent to the data they have. In the following some major fields which 

could be customers of RFID would be enumerated according to Attaran-2007 opinion:  

 Shipping and distribution 

 Retail industry 

 Manufacturing sector 

 Government 

 Security industry 

In the current research there is an investigation around the fields mentioned above. We can 

consider each sector in a comprehensive perception of supply chain; on the other hand we can 

find all sectors in a big supply chain, like what exists in automotive companies. They have 

shipping and distribution loop to accommodations and customers far from the factory, retail 

industry for distributing the products all around the market of consumers, manufacturing 

sector which contains one or more chain(s) of suppliers, government which can be one the 

major investors in automotive industry in some countries also can be one of the major 

customers with mass shopping of automotive companies' products. And at the end security 

industry can be one of the most applicable industries for RFID by varied, different and 

sometimes comprehensive features.  

In the current research the author tried to present a minimum perception of what is important 

in networks armed with RFID with the security perspective and what can be gained as 

benefits when a supply chain modify and upgrade its informative based processes with RFID.  

 

1.2.5 Why RFID?  

 

Generally speaking, when we talk about RFID it mostly refers back to radio frequency and 

brings a comparison with other automatic identifications technologies which are helpful to 

recognize the products come out from any supplier or manufacturer. Benefiting from physical 

specification of RFID, this technology brings some advantages in comparison with other 

technologies. All the businesses tried to have competitive advantages because of the pressure 

exists in competition in the global market. Tang et al -2006 claims that here managing 

business processes in order to gain the most productivity is important. And Supply Chain 

Management or SCM is usually offered or applied to optimize the supply chain processes 

which minimal cost and maximal profit for enterprises are benefits achieved by this 

implementation.  

"Traditional methods for inventory and asset management are not well suited to today‗s 

evolving supply chain.", Stated by Tang et al.-2006. RFID has brought a new window to 

travel from the old technology like barcodes towards new aspects of information sharing like 

what happens in auto identified networks with a considerable speed and accuracy more than 

achieved in barcodes.  

And now pioneers of the market are thinking of or even implemented the differential 

advantage instead of competitive advantage for winning the battle and obtaining more market 

share by possessing differentiation with their rivals. This advantage is benefitting from 
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implementing RFID and its advantages as compared with other technologies. Leading 

corporations forced their suppliers to equip their production lines with RFID. In SCM, RFID 

is capable to work with a high speed much more than barcodes and has the ability to scan 

multiple items simultaneously Tang et al.-2006 said.  

Tang et al.-2006 states that SCM is capable of being the most, widely adopted application in 

RFID industry and enjoy the most shares in the market by the forecast done in 2005.  

  

1.2.6 The Security Challenge  

 

E-Commerce Security  

 

E-commerce expansion will cause security solutions and standards to be expanded parallel. 

According to (Oosthuizen, 1998) there are wealth of security issues which require attention: 

social engineering, DOS and continued hacking skills shortage. The ability of the information 

security professional to imagine like a hacker is a great value and important advantage.  

According to Landrock when Internet-based services of businesses are flourished in order to 

decrease the overheads and increase incomes, a controlled security infrastructure is needed to 

keep the business alive. Suppliers should be able to provide and guarantee a secure and safe 

online business for their end users. Without such a confidence none of them –neither 

businesses nor customers- would lead transactions or sensitive communications through 

online transactions.  

 
RFID Security  

 
During studying articles and papers related to RFID and Security when they engaged to 

concerns and threats against privacy also protections and obstacles against intruders, the 

researcher found relevant aspects around mentioned concepts.  

When doing the survey, researcher found that many concepts which are as like as a chain's 

rings and from one threat you can easily go through the other one as a consequence or the 

other cure for investigated threat or vulnerability, on the other hand the concerns, attacks, 

vulnerabilities, threats, antis, and protections could operate in a cycle which from one, the 

researcher could reach to the other one. In most cases it is believable that after an attack an 

individual cure and anti could be born, and again to overwhelm the protection and by pass it, 

hackers and attackers try to find and use a new weak point, a back door or vulnerability to 

intercept again to the target network and again white hackers and specialists try to remove the 

problem, it could be easily seen that form a cycle.   
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1.2.7 Problem Area 

 

E-Commerce applications in the market place, which could be affected and become more 

efficient or accelerated by the use of wireless technology and devices generally and RFID 

applications and accessories specifically. 

 

 

1.2.8 Problem Discussion 

 

Industries owners and managers, ideologists and strategists, stakeholders of Automation 

projects and industries like staff, workers and investors still have a skeptic look at RFID and 

its security and accordingly involve in related projects slowly. According to the use of air as 

the media in the wireless connections, like RFID, the probability of aliens penetrations or 

vandalism of strangers or even competitors are increased, consequently many vital and 

critical information of customers like: orders, financial, inventory and warehousing, could be 

threatened by being revealed or abused. Thus it seems that growth and expansion of RFID 

technology use in firms and industries which are the customer of sensor networks are not 

very embraced and are developed slowly. Those companies use RFID in monitoring, 

gathering statistical information and controlling the current procedures of the firm, factory, 

stores and shops. Likewise producers of goods and services who apply new aspects of 

technology and automation in tracking and tracing their products are not very confident to 

RFID because of its security vulnerabilities. 

According to Chung Wang & Zheng Wang-2006, recently many storekeepers and 

warehouses use softwares equipped with RFID accessories as a new way to offer the factories 

and industry owners a convenient cost effective and accurate warehousing, compared to a 

traditional one. Such softwares heavily involve non-human interactions between customer 

and supplier during an automated wireless system. So there is a need for safe and secure 

transactions which could provide reliability and confidence near customers, suppliers, 

retailers or any stakeholder during this way.    

 

1.2.9 Research Problem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.10 Research Questions  

Although RFID has the potential of improving business process and 

organizational performance, its adaption has been very slow. Security and 

privacy concerns are possible explanation of this slow adaption in supply chain. 
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RQ1. What security concerns and vulnerabilities does RFID bring about when implemented? 

RQ2. What are the benefits gained when facilitate the supply chain with RFID?  

RQ3. Which of the RFID Security concerns has the most effect on supply chains privacy?  

 

1.2.11 Research Output  

An empirical test of a theoretical model aimed at explaining a comparison between security 

concerns to show the most important efficient one to be considered in the RFID context when 

implemented in supply chains. 
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Chapter Two – Literature review 

 

E-Commerce Security  
 

E-commerce expansion will cause security solutions and standards to be expanded parallel. 

According to (Oosthuizen, 1998) there are wealth of security issues which require attention: 

social engineering, DOS and continued hacking skills shortage. The ability of the information 

security professional to imagine like a hacker is a great value and important advantage.  

According to Landrock when Internet-based services of businesses are flourished in order to 

decrease the overheads and increase incomes, a controlled security infrastructure is needed to 

keep the business alive. Suppliers should be able to provide and guarantee a secure and safe 

online business for their end users. Without such a confidence none of them –neither 

businesses nor customers- would lead transactions or sensitive communications through 

online transactions.  

 

PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) evolution  

Landrock claims that PKI was announced as vital security strategy for performing online 

businesses. It wins weak points linked with User IDs and access passwords in order to 

provide similar levels of trust accompanied with paper based world for companies and 

individuals when using online businesses. In any E-transaction, it is required to establish trust 

between two ends.  

As mentioned by Landrock PKI solutions were flaw able from beginning they were proper 

for data base secure access and not for e-Commerce transactions.  

Their ease of deployment, policy development and business processes were neglected when 

more focus was on the technology. It caused uncertainty in consumers to be apprehensive in 

using e-transactions when solutions were more technically complicated than being user 

friendly. In spite of facing such problems PKI rules as the infrastructure for E-Security.   

For Internet transactions, multi channel, multi device security was needed and accompanied 

with strong authentication.  

Password as the traditional authentication method was simultaneously regarded as a weak 

form of authentication. 

Despite the weakness of passwords, businesses are looking forward for stronger forms of 

authentication.  

 

Two factor Authentication  

According to Landrock public and private cryptographic keys are used in PKI technology, 

which are the development of digital signatures. Secure identification and financial 

transactions bind together in a deal when used on Internet that benefit from private and public 

keys. Varied levels of security and simplicity are proposed by a range of options that 

consumers' demands result it. Accordingly there might be a necessity for commercial codes 

and contract law to be rewritten before consuming digital signatures being disseminated.  
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Companies would adapt their transactions with digital signatures as an important part of PKI 

development. They think that digital signatures are the just solutions for providing secure 

transactions. 

Keeping digital signatures secure and protected against threats is a concern when they are 

frequently deployed. Keeping user's signature key in some safe storages like hard disks that 

are tamper proof, in order to authenticate the transaction is the most important factor for e-

Commerce being developed in future.  

Alternatively there is a solution to achieve a higher level of security without such a agitation. 

It is the rules of two factor authentication, something we have and something we know. It 

will provide trust and assurance for organizations' customers. As an example it could be a 

mix use of a static password –something we know- and a dynamic one-time password 

received by an SMS or print on a card or generated by a token – something we have.  

In order to provide more security the signature key could be stored within a hardware security 

module (HSM) in a central server.  

Possession of the phone /card/token accompanied with the static password simultaneously, 

made it impossible to be stolen ever for the administrator because the dynamic one is a one-

time password and after being used it would be erased.  

This technology is offered for mobile customers also for those who have no access to a smart 

card reader.  

According to (Addison, 2003) trust and security is differently implemented in traditional and 

e-Commerce systems, for example web-based payment systems which digital certificates and 

security protocols are comparatively young. (Addison, 2003) says that when Internet impact 

new directions on business processes, new job titles are emerged and supply chains transform 

to decrease the number of steps presented in chains. 

(Addison, 2003) claims that lack of top management commitment to the project is one of the 

major risks persist regardless of the type of the system.  

According to (Hinde, 1998) individuals who benefit from online orders and e-payments are 

concerned about the details of details of the details of their orders and shopping like name, 

address, email or the types of goods/services they are ordering.  

(Hinde ,1998) also commented that there are some regulations in European Union talks about 

organizations which process personal data and would not allow the personal data are 

transferred to a non-EU country unless that one has enough protection legislation or the 

destined country has adequate levels of protection equivalent to what was implemented in 

EU. 

Also processing personal data is prohibited unless with an explicit permission from the 

individual who is the owner of information.  

 Torrubia et al. (2001) offer encryption for open insecure networks as the just effective and 

cost –efficient way of protecting privacy.  

Torrubia et al. (2001) imply some concerns that law enforcement authorities and national 

security agencies, are worried about criminals and terrorist activities and feel there is a need 

for technical possibilities, effectiveness, and proportionality and privacy implications when 

considered in regulations when cryptography is applied.  
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Belanger et al. (2002) believe that continuity growth in e-Commerce is dependent on giving 

confident answers on privacy concerns and winning the public trust. By their investigation 

there are four trust indices for operations and transactions performed over the web: third 

party privacy seals, privacy statements, third party security seals and finally security 

features which the last one is more valued than the others. But when these indices being 

consumed in different sites the evaluation of the experts of the sites is not parallel with 

consumers' ratings.  

According to Furnell there are significant threats against e-Commerce services and sites more 

targeted against e-Commerce sites. Some of them come in the following:  

 

Mal Ware  

Malicious softwares like worms and viruses which their infection may affect the e-Commerce 

services and threat the revenue like what happened in September 2002 by Bugbear worm and 

risked the users' personal details.  

 

Denial of Service (DOS)  

Here an unauthorized party prevents the access. DOS attack is the most costly reported threat 

according to survey done by CSI/FBI in 2004, accounted for $26M from the 269 respondents. 

DOS incidents not only have impact on e-Commerce sites but also the potential of direct and 

strong influence on business operations up to haulting them. 

Furnell claims that there is an example of DOS attack in 2000, when a Canadian teenager by 

the means of ' Mafia Boy' operated DOS attacks against popular sites like Yahoo!, 

Amazone.com, eBay and CNN, which caused significant unavailability of 98.5% to 

legitimate users with potential of lost revenue.  

 

Defacement  

In e-Business and e-Commerce sites, the website is the shop window of business and needed 

to present correct information to expand best impression, where vandalism and alteration the 

contents are significant threats. It was happened for www.zone-h.org. By the impression it 

leaves on the customer's perception; inject doubtfulness around the total security of the 

website.  

 

Data Streaming 

Is a kind of threat which target e-Commerce domain and steal personal data such as credit 

card details. Despite of considering protections by consumers against interception by hackers 

there is a big probability of being vulnerable at the remote destination. An example was in 

early 2000 that a hacker called: Curador, intercepted to small e-Commerce sites to steal 

payment card details.  

 

 

Phishing 

Another type of attack which target e-Commerce domain is Phishing. It tries to delude people 

to reveal and expose their sensitive data through messages or websites in order to 
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impersonate and attack financial services and retail sectors, where 94.5% of 997 unique 

attacks were performed towards them in May 2004, Anti phishing working Group reported. 

Identify theft and financial losses are some of ordinary incidents happen during phishing. 

These not only affect e-Business by escalating the costs but also could reduce trust in the 

affected brand.  

 

 

Poorly or badly configured Systems   

Now poorly configured systems could increase vulnerability to some previously discussed 

like not up-to-date systems. In June 2002 a UK-based ISP (Internet Service Provider) , 

customer data base was hacked and details of more than 24000 subscribers were 

compromised. It could be prohibited if two networks or related servers that keep customers' 

data and public- facing web were configured separately and not with a weak  and mixed 

configuration.  

Usage of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol in order to secure Internet e-Commerce can 

protect the transactions by two elements: Cryptography and confirmation of the possession of 

the contacted server, but the hole of confirmation of the consumer's identity was not covered; 

consequently the new standard, SET, was proposed. Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 

standard uses a combination of digital certificates and digital signatures in order to provide 

privacy and confidentiality.  

The customer, the customer's bank and the merchant were involved in this scheme. Here 

consumer's perspective states that credit card details were not divulged to the merchant. It 

would prevent data steaming attack from merchant system and provide customer 

authentication for the merchant. But this scheme is complicated and needs specific softwares 

being installed on the both sides (consumer and merchant). 

Furnell stated that an e-Commerce market analyst claims that in order to provide more 

security for online transactions which custom use credit cards is protection against misuse by 

using passwords verified by the card issuer. It happened for Visa's "Verified by Visa" and 

Master Cards secure code. This scheme legitimates the use of the credit card number by 

providing a password and shows that using card details alone are no longer enough to 

authorize a transaction. This approach needs that both the consumer and merchant register for 

the security service.  

 

RFID Security  

 
During studying articles and papers related to RFID and Security when they engaged to 

concerns and threats against privacy also protections and obstacles against intruders, the 

researcher found relevant aspects around mentioned concepts.  

When doing the survey, researcher found that following concepts are as like as a chain's rings 

and from one threat you can easily go through the other one as a consequence or the other 

cure for investigated threat or vulnerability, on the other hand the concerns, attacks, 
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vulnerabilities, threats, antis, and protections could operate in a cycle which from one, the 

researcher could reach to the other one. In most cases it is believable that after an attack an 

individual cure and anti could be born, and again to overwhelm the protection and by pass it, 

hackers and attackers try to find and use a new weak point, a back door or vulnerability to 

intercept again to the target network and again white hackers and specialists try to remove the 

problem, it could be easily seen that form a cycle.   

All coming concepts are experienced and encountered in RFID networks by the 

investigations performed as the Second part of thesis Literature Review.  

The researcher tries to categorize the findings in order to conclude and summarize in a better 

way and achieve contributions as the graphs or tables to form the frame of reference. 

 

Issues I found during my study around RFID implementations are listed below according to 

researchers, industries and firm owners, critics and customers perspectives when they try to 

evaluate and implement RFID as an enabler. They contain worries about privacy and security 

concepts or concerns in RFID which need consider.  

Among them some items became obvious more important or vital according to surveys 

performed by the RFID fields researchers and specialists –the writers of articles-.  I brought 

them in my thesis as the major parts or the parts that other subsets were dependent on them.  

Selecting the items was based on the volume and frequency of repeating in discussions, 

explanations and examples given by the writers in order to show the importance of each 

concept in the whole story of RFID Security.   

  

1) Confidentiality, or message content security: 

In order to prohibit reading/copying of data from RFID tag according to (Grand -

2006), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), (Marcel Henseler et al .2008), (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

Integrity of message content 

In order to prohibit modification, spoofing or replay attacks of RFID system or tag 

data according to (Grand -2006), (Marcel Henseler et al. 2008), (Ranasinghe et al. 

2005) 

2) Availability  

In order to prohibit denial-of-service of RFID system or deletion of RFID tag data 

and provide a nonstop service providing according to (Grand -2006), (Marcel 

Henseler et al .2008), (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

 

3) Liability  

In order to prohibit abuse or misuse of RFID tag data according to (Grand 2006) 

 

 

 

4) Authentication of the Sender and Recipient  
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(Deursen and Radomirovi 2008) (Englert et al nd), (Henseler 2008), (Kerschbaum and 

Sorniotti 2009), (Lehtonen et al nd), (Myerson 2007), (Ranasinghe et al. 2005), (Wong 

et al 2005)  

 

5) Non repudiation by the Sender and Recipient according to (Ranasinghe et al. 

2005) 

6) Anonymity  

RFID readers are not able to compromise the anonymity – a major interest between 

customers -. Supply chains detailed structures shall be considered secret which help 

to keep anonymity, according to (Marcel Henseler et al .2008), (Ranasinghe et al. 

2005)  

7) Unlink ability and possibility of tracking constellation 

According to (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

8)  Cryptography and encryption  

According to (Deursen and Radomirovi 2008), (Englert et al nd), (Kerschbaum and 

Sorniotti 2009), (Lehtonen et al nd), (Marcel Henseler et al .2008), (Myerson-2007), 

(Wong et al.2005) 

9) Mutual authentication (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), (Kerschbaum and Sorniotti 2009), 

(Lehtonen et al nd),  

10) Untraceability according to (Deursen and Radomirovi 2008)  (Lehtonen et al 

nd), (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

11) Physical security according to (Myerson 2007), (Want 2006) 

12) Indistinguishability according to (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) 

13) Forward security according to (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) 

14) Attacks  

15) Access control according to (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

16) Graceful degradation according to(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

17) Cost efficiency according to(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

18) Low memory footprint according to(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

19) Authorization according to(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

20) Scalability according to (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

21) Symmetric cryptography according to (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

  

22) Tamper proof tags according to (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

 

23) RFID Vulnerabilities 

24) Acquisition of tag information  

With complexity equal to the back end server it is related to determining the impact 

of adversary attack mentioned by (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) 
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25) RFID Virus/ malware  

According to (Grand 2006), a rouge tag sends malware to system via reader interface, 

example: Melanie Rieback RFID Virus and Worm 

26) Challenge response 

(Garfinkelet.al 2005) talks about a challenge –response protocol which is proposed 

by Texas Instruments' Speed per Pay at- the pump system and is used in payment 

systems hired by European Central Bank.   

27) Tamper proof tags 

(Want 2006) proposed an Antitamper product packaging solution to provide tamper 

proof tags.  

28) Synchronization 

According to (Deursen and Radomirovi 2008), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) and (Marcel 

Henseler et al .2008) Synchronization problem and location tracing or 

desynchronization resistance.  

29) Computational complexity 

According to (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) excessive growth of computational complexity of 

back-end server recognize the tag which has negative impact on efficiency.  

30)  Eavesdropping  

Over dependency of response messages of tag on random number which can be 

exposed to adversary via eavesdropping mentioned by (Jung-Sik et al. 2010).  

 

 

Attacks and the types of them 

 

According to studies and surveys performed we can divide RFID attacks in major sets:  

 

A. Physical Attack   

According to (Englert et al nd), (Grand 2006), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) (Lehtonen et al nd), 

(Ranasinghe et al. 2005)  

Two major types of physical attacks as mentioned by (Grand 2006) are: Tag Placement and 

Tampering tags.  

        

B. Active attacks  

There are different types of active or air interface attacks that are listed below: 

 

► Reprogram tags ( many tags are not write protected ) said by (Grand 2006), (Jung-Sik 

et al. 2010) 

► Spoofing, said by (Englert et al nd), (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Clone tag (label impersonation) said by (Deursen and Radomirovi 2008) (Grand 

2006) (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), (Lehtonen et al nd),(Myerson-2007) 

► DOS with noisy /over powering signal said by (Deursen and Radomirovi 2008) 

(Englert et al nd) (Grand 2006), (Lehtonen et al nd) ,(Ranasinghe et al. 2005)  
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► Kill command said by (Grand 2006), (Lehtonen et al nd) 

► Forgery and counterfeiting said by (Englert et al nd), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), 

(Lehtonen et al nd) 

► Intended or meaningless requests, an active attack used for location tracking as 

mentioned by (Jung-Sik et al. 2010).  

 

C. Passive attacks  

Following are passive attacks listed according to writers' perception:  

► Eavesdropping according to (Englert et al nd), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), (Ranasinghe et 

al. 2005),  (Wong et al. 2005) 

► Traffic analysis according to (Englert et al nd), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) (Ranasinghe et 

al. 2005) 

► Man in the middle attack according to (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Authenticate from a label or a tag to a reader and a reader to a tag or label according 

to (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Un authorized interrogators according to (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Skimming attack which is also a process that perform the attack with the same name 

according to (Englert et al nd), (Grand 2006), 

► Sniffing attack according to (Grand 2006), 

► Side channel attack according to (Grand 2006), (Lehtonen et al nd) 

 

D. Side channel attack according to (Grand 2006), (Lehtonen et al nd) 

E. Reverse engineering and cryptanalysis according to (Lehtonen et al nd) 

 

F. Brute force attack according to (Jung-Sik et al. 2010), (Lehtonen et al nd)  

 

G. Privacy attacks according to (Englert et al nd), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) 

 

H. An attack by an imposter for tracking the supply chain according to (Kerschbaum and 

Sorniotti 2009) 

I. Rouge information supplied by a malicious company according to (Kerschbaum and 

Sorniotti 2009) 

J. Message interception according to (Wong et al.2005) 

 

K. War driving and War walking according to (Myerson-2007) 

L. Lifting  

According to (Myerson-2007) Lifting was performed by crackers in December 2003 in WSIS 

meeting at a conference center by replacing the original tags with counterfeited ones. Another 

example happened by a corporate spy who rewrites the tag of cheap products and replace 

them with better products labels. 

 

M. Location tracking  
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(Jung-Sik et al. 2010) claims that location tracking use a malicious reader by an adversary 

who acquires unique identification tag information which results following privacy problems:  

I. User privacy problem  

II. Location privacy problem  

III. Replay attack  

IV. Man in the middle attack  

V. Physical attack 

VI. Synchronization  

 

(Grand 2006) gives some examples of attacks during implementation: data modification, 

card simulation, TI DST and weak proprietary cipher and call some other processes 

should be taken to perform the attack which they are Skimming, Key Cracking and 

Simulation. By (Grand 2006) opinion they are attack processes.  

 

Each company, firm or businesses need to form a policy to encounter with risks, 

vulnerabilities and threats like attacks. REF NO 4 believes that there are major issues dealt 

with policy formulation. They are: Unique identification, collection of information, 

dissemination and mass utilization. He think that mentioned issues shall be considered 

when planning and designing and the policies against attacks.    

 

RFID Vulnerabilities  

According to two of writers and researchers there is a list of RFID vulnerabilities come in the 

following.     

► Sudden loss of power  found by (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Communication interruption found by (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Forward channel signal strength found by (Ranasinghe et al. 2005) 

► Maximum tine limit on the use of a frequency channel found by (Ranasinghe et al. 

2005) 

► (Lehtonen et al nd) claims that tracking and tracing through supply chain by dynamic 

profiles of individual products is for possibility checks of a product sold in a country 

A which its serial number indicates that it should have been sold in country B. it is 

done to check the originality of a product which could be automated by Artificial 

Intelligence.  

Track and trace also could be used in supply chains in order to derive a product's 

history and organizing product recalls like in pharmaceutical industry.  

 

 

 

 

 

RFID and Authentication  

  

(Lehtonen et al nd) proposes three authentication techniques for RFID  
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- TID (Transportation ID) like unique MAC address of a PC which needs access to 

hardware manufacturing.  

- Read protected Secrets 

- Issuing unique serial number in supply chain and validating the identities  

 

(Lehtonen et al nd) believes that replay and man-in-the middle attack are not threats against 

RFID product authentication. 

(Lehtonen et al nd) gave an example of prohibition of counterfeiting with the use of unique 

serial number on paintings by a Victorian painter, Alma-Tameda.  

(Lehtonen et al nd) gave an example of pharmaceutical supply chain which RFID product 

authentication was proposed by Koh et al.  

(Lehtonen et al nd) believes that secure object authentication propose cryptography against 

cloning with the hash-lock technology offered by Weis et al. also Avoine et al. suggested 

another hash-based RFID protocol which provides modified identifiers.  

(Lehtonen et al nd) said that Texas Instruments proposed RFID based authentication 

techniques in pharmaceutical industry within their products by using a TID and a public key.  

Juel et al. cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed digital signatures for RFID authentication in 

order to resist against tracing and Forgery, also for resistance against cloning they offered 

adding distinctive characteristics like finger print in to the signature. Here Zhang et al. 

enhanced the protocol.  

(Lehtonen et al nd) cited that Tsudik offered an authentication protocol for tracking 

resistance.  

Juel cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed a tracking –resistant pseudonyms – throttling 

scheme also another authentication protocol which kill password command is offered by Juel 

cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) .  

Dimitriou cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed a protocol against cloning for multiple tags.  

DUC cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed a communication protocol for tag-to–reader 

authentication which works on synchronization between tag and back-end database. 

Ranasinghe et al. cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed methods for implementing challenge-

response authentication protocol on RFID tags.  

Engberg et.al cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) presented a called-Zero knowledge device for 

authentication for privacy concerns.  

Gao et al. cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed protocols against skimming that uses lists of 

licit readers in order to improve security and privacy in supply chain RFID.  

Dominikus et al cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) presented symmetric RFID authentication 

protocols also five standard challenge- response protocols.  

Bailey et al. cited by (Lehtonen et al nd) proposed cryptographic standards to create RFID 

tags compliant with EPC class 1 generation 2 tags.  

Proxy re encryption and proxy re signatures with the Diffie-Hellman key exchange agreement 

is proposed by (Kerschbaum and Sorniotti 2009).  
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Borrowing ideas form Handshakes, which secret ones were introduced by Balfanz et al. 2003 

for the very first time. This proposal is similar to Ateniese's et al credentials again cited by 

(Kerschbaum and Sorniotti 2009). 

Here (Wong et al.2005) proposed Jigsaw encryption/decryption scheme for data protection on 

passive RFID tags.  

 
                               Fig. 2.1 Encryption/decryption scheme with Jigsaw coding 

 

 

 
 

                                                Fig 2.2 Jigsaw Encoding 
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                                                          Fig 2.3 Workflow  

 

According to (Myerson-2007) RFID tracking system was acting as threat in Gillette at 

Massachusetts Wal-Mart supermarket which was replaced with a newer version to regard 

shoppers' privacy. Also (Myerson-2007) declared that during scanning performed by an 

active interrogator, privacy issues could be vulnerable by showing:  

 Clothing origin  

 Contents of materials  

 Contents of brief case or handbag 

 Which credit card being carried  

 Linkage to RFID that identify the user of passport in suit pocket.  

 

 

Solutions for RFID risks and threats  

(Englert et al nd) proposed eleven (11) possible solutions for risks and threats on RFID.  

 

1. Kill command  

2. Tag shielding and isolation  

3. Active jamming  

4. Blocker tag 

5. Silent tree walking  

6. Traditional cryptography :  

A. Public key encryption also proposed by (Myerson-2007) 

B. Anonymous –ID scheme proposed by Kinoshita et al .2005 cited by 

(Englert et al nd)and also proposed by (Myerson-2007) 

C. Authentication scheme proposed by FeldHofer et al.2004 cited by (Englert 

et al nd) and also proposed by (Myerson-2007) 
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D. AES implementation proposed by Jung et al. 2005 cited by (Englert et al 

nd)also proposed by (Myerson-2007) 

     7. Hash functions  

A. Hash lock scheme proposed by Weis et al. 2004 cited by (Englert et al 

nd)and also proposed by (Myerson-2007), (Jung-Sik et al. 2010) 

B. Randomized hash lock scheme proposed by Weis et al. 2004 cited by 

(Englert et al nd)and also proposed by (Myerson-2007), (Jung-Sik et al. 

2010) 

C. Hash chain scheme Ohkubo et al. 2004 cited by (Englert et al nd) 

    

     8. Pseudo Random Function authentication schemes presented by Molnal et al. 2006 cited 

by (Englert et al nd) 

    

     9. Three- based private authentication presented by Molnal et al. 2004 and Avoine et al. 

2005 cited by (Englert et al nd) 

     

    10. Defense against spoofing for active tags proposed by Xamada et al. cited by (Englert et 

al nd) 

 

    11. Human protocols presented by Juel et al. 2005 cited by (Englert et al nd), like what 

Hoppner and Blum cited by (Englert et al nd) proposed for Low-Cost RFID. 

 

    According to NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) RFID Security 2007 

report cited by (Englert et al nd) following solutions are recommended for RFID Privacy:  

 

1. Firewalls to separate RFID databases from other RFID databases in the server farm. 

2. Encrypting radio signals. 

3. Shielding the RFID tags or reading areas 

4. Security measures for auditing and recycling also tag disposal. 

5. Providing access to databases in virtual private networks (VPN). 

 

Also mentioned report listed following risks for RFID:  

1. Identifying and targeting a vehicle by an adversary. 

2. Eavesdropping tag transactions. 

3. Damaging or disabling the tag. 

4. Altering  data stored in tags,  

5. Combustion of collected volatile materials when operating concurrently.   

 

 

(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) proposes a system with central authentication and authorization 

servers, that provides untraceability for RFID tags, named Automatic Identification 

Management System for Multiple Security Domains (AIMS4MSD).  
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(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) states that AIMS4MSD model is able to cover and support: 

Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, Asynchronization, Cryptography, Availability, 

Access control, Graceful degradation, Confidentiality, Anonymity, Cost efficiency and Low 

memory footprint. 

Mentioned servers are operated by Trusted third Part or TTP which provides necessary 

symmetric keys. Here the RFID tags are not tamper-proof and holds only encrypted data not 

shared-group keys. This system proposes a novel integrity mechanism in order to consider 

memory shortage on tags, and needs less authentication data to be stored.  

Also a two phase protocol integrated into the AIMS4MSD is offered in order to provide 

authentication and data access.  

Here the anonymity is the confidentiality of the identities of stakeholders; also the customers 

of supply chain shall be safe from traceability.  

In the following AIMS4MSD system is introduced in three parts, first the system 

architecture, second the anonymization system and third authentication and access protocol 

which AIMS4MSD use it.  

A. System Architecture  

     1. Contains of Authentication server which is responsible for anonymity of the tags.   

                         
    Fig 2.4 System Architecture   (Marcel Henseler et al .2008)  
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  2. Key and Authorization servers which are operated by TTP and has the duty of keys 

negotiation between tags and readers when the communication is permitted by access control 

mechanism.  

   

   3. Readers could be easily locatable in every company which is involved with supply chain. 

 

   4. Tags - TTP initializes tags used in supply chain and carrying identification and data. 

Initialization is done by Pre-Shared keys to communicate with the authentication server.  

 

Fig shows resulting trust and key distribution model.  

   

                             
Fig 2.5 resulting trust and key distribution model    (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) 

 

B. Anonymity Mechanism   

 

Keeping safe and secret the relationships of the suppliers besides anonymity of the customers 

is the most crucial mechanism.  

 

C. Authentication and Data access protocols  

The offered communication protocol contains of two stages:  

Stage one: is the authentication protocol engaged with communications, exist among reader, 

tag and authentication server.  

At the end of communication a session key is shared and the tag is authenticated. The reader 

has fetched all needed information from the data transfer protocol.  

Stage two: is the data access; here the tag and the reader starts to transfer the actual data. 
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C. Data organization on tag  

Message Authentication Code or MAC here could be used for observing data modification on 

tags. As mentioned before some security objectives are considered in following by discussed 

scheme and divided in two main aspects, qualitative – which should be discussed 

deductively- and quantitatively that shall be evaluated in order to test its practical ability in 

the RFID schemes.  

The first groups of objects are listed below: 

1- Anonymity, 2- confidentiality of data, 3- Authentication and Integrity protection, 4- 

Graceful degradation, 5- Access control, 6- Availability, 7- Scalability 

And the second groups which evaluate and approve the suitability of the AIMS4MSD for 

RFID systems by implementation and practice ability consist of: 

1- Cost efficiency, 2- Low memory footprint, 3- Systematic cryptography, 4- Consideration 

of tampered tags.  

 

RFID and Supply chain  
  

Here at the last part of my literature review the impact of RFID in supply chains that are 

being armed with RFID would be investigated. At this part some examples of RFID 

applications in commercial supply chains like Wal-Mart would be given.  
During studying articles and papers related to RFID and Supply chain when they engaged to 

concerns and benefits for supply chain networks, the researcher found relevant aspects come 

in the following as major benefits.  
All coming concepts are experienced and encountered in RFID networks by the 

investigations performed as the third part of thesis Literature Review. 
Issues I found during my study around RFID implementations are listed below according to 

researchers, industries and firm owners, critics and customers perspectives when they try to 

evaluate and implement RFID as an enabler.  
Among them some items became obvious more important or vital according to surveys 

performed by the RFID fields researchers and specialists –the writers of articles-.  I brought 

them in my thesis as the major parts or the parts that other subsets were dependent on them.  

Selecting the items was based on the volume and frequency of repeating in discussions, 

explanations and examples given by the writers in order to show the importance of each 

concept in the whole story of RFID and Supply chains.  

 

RFID benefits in Supply Chain. 

 

1) Inventory Management: stock out and holding cost and lower inventory, inventory 

replenishment, automated reconciliation lower inventory. According to (Attaran 

2007) ,(Garfinkel, et al. 2005), (Hariton et al. 2006), (Jones and Chung 2008) (Lewis 

2004) , (Myerson2007) ,(Tajima 2007), (Visich et al 2009) ,(Zare Mehrjerdi 2007)  
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2) Providing visibility for Inventory, Customers, Transportation and Supply chain. 

According to (Attaran 2007), (Jones and Chung 2008), (Lee and Lee 2010) 

3)  (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007)  

4) Decreasing human Error during the procedures done in supply chains by staff. 

According to  (Attaran 2007), (Cain 2010), (Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Zare 

Mehrjerdi 2007) 

5) Decreasing costs which could be different types of cost imposed to supply chains 

like: A) Labor Cost , B) expensive assets like trucks, containers, railroad would be 

required less,  C) expense of store and warehousing would be decreased  ,D) 

operational cost, E) eliminating charge back's for the products delivered but were not 

recorded as received. According to REF NOs    (Attaran 2007), (Jones and Chung 

2008),(Lewis 2004) ,(Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Visich et al 2009), (Want  

2006), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

6) Increasing Benefits and revenues, at least the total revenue would be increased 

when we face with a considerable decrease in costs. But more benefits besides 

decreasing costs would be delivered to supply chains when RFID is implemented. 

According to  (Lewis 2004), (Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

7) Maintaining and managing productivity with better business processes. 

According to  (Attaran 2007), (Lewis 2004), (Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Zare 

Mehrjerdi 2007) 

8) Product recycling according to (Attaran 2007) 

9) Managing orders and responding to demands ( daily demands and customer 

demands ) according to (Attaran 2007), (Hariton et al. 2006) ,(Jones and Chung 

2008) (Lee and Lee 2010) , (Want  2006), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

10) Improved product quality and reliability according to(Attaran 2007)  

11) Better position products on shelves according to (Attaran 2007), (Jones and Chung 

2008) (Myerson2007), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

12) Service quality would be improved by using RFID in the supply chain. According 

to (Yu-Min et al. 2010) 

13) Information Visibility according to (Myerson2007), (Yu-Min et al. 2010) 

14) Anti Counterfeiting identification and increasing data accuracy according 

to(Attaran 2007), (Lee and Lee 2010) ,(Tajima 2007) (Visich et al 2009), (Yu-Min et 

al. 2010),  

15) Reduced Shrinkage  according to  (Hariton et al. 2006), (Lewis 2004), (Tajima 

2007) (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

16) Improved information sharing and culture of knowledge sharing according to 

(Lewis 2004) ,(Tajima 2007) ,(Visich et al 2009), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

17) Space utilization according to (Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Tajima 2007) 

(Visich et al 2009), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

18) Customer and after sale services are improved according to (Attaran 2007) 

(Hariton et al. 2006), (Lee and Lee 2010), (Tajima 2007) ,(Visich et al 2009) ,(Zare 

Mehrjerdi 2007) 
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19) There is no need to be in the line of sight (LOS) like barcodes – no need to be 

located at particular orientation of scanning according to  (Jones and Chung 2008), 

(Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Tang et al. 2006), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

20) Supply and production continuity according to(Attaran 2007), (Tajima 2007), 

(Zare Mehrjerdi 2007)  

21) Integration with GPS for real-time tracking all around the world which provides 

visibility and most advantage over barcodes according to  (Jones and Chung 2008), 

(Tajima 2007) 

22) Process innovation (monitor process production) according to (Spekman and 

Sweeney 2006), (Yu-Min et al. 2010) 

23) Competitive differentiation according to (Want  2006), (Yu-Min et al. 2010) 

24) Implementation cost would be decreased according to  (Yu-Min et al. 2010) 

25) Work in bad environment like dirt , moisture and frost according to (Yu-Min et 

al. 2010) 

26) Multiple tag identification using RFID in supply chains provides this ability to 

indentify multiple tags simultaneously according to (Tang et al. 2006), (Yu-Min et 

al. 2010)  

27) The ability of very rapid communications between tags and readers in 

milliseconds which provides for customers as the final benefit fast shopping. 

according to (Jones and Chung 2008) (Lewis 2004), (Myerson2007) , (Tajima 2007), 

(Tang et al. 2006) , (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

28) RFID readers have the ability of scanning multiple items simultaneously 

according to (Tang et al. 2006) ,(Yu-Min et al. 2010)  

29) Reduced material handling according to (Tajima 2007), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

30) Asset management lowered asset requirements and utilization of fixed asset are two 

aspects of better management for asset as consequences of RFID implementation 

according to(Jones and Chung 2008), (Tajima 2007), (Visich et al 2009), (Zare 

Mehrjerdi 2007) 

31) The most competitive advantage for RFID against barcodes is visibility that 

RFID provides for supply chains, according to Jogleker and Rosenthal ,and Quinn 

2005 cited by (Tajima 2007) 

32) Automated counting and accurate Put-Away according to (Lee and Lee 2010) 

33) Automated reconciliation of dispute according to (Lee and Lee 2010)  

34) Automated verification process according to (Lee and Lee 2010)  

35) Improved lead time management according to (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

36) Enhanced cross docking operations according to (Lee and Lee 2010) ,(Lewis 

2004) 

37) Reduction in inventory counts according to (Lee and Lee 2010)  

38) Automated tagging according to (Lee and Lee 2010)  

39) Improved tracking, tracing and monitoring timely assets and products and 

warehousing channels also transaction of stocks according to (Hariton et al. 2006) 

, (Jones and Chung 2008), (Kerschbaum and Sorniotti 2009) ,  (Lee and Lee 2010)  
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, (Lewis 2004) (Myerson2007) (Tajima 2007) ,(Want  2006), (Yu-Min et al. 2010), 

(Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

40) Reducing the cost of deductive items reaching to consumers ( cost of delivery) 

according to (Lee and Lee 2010) ,(Visich et al 2009) 

41) Improve productivity and efficiency by: A) more effective used storage spaces, 

B) diminishing the probability of lost goods, C) improving merchandise –

picking accuracy. According to, (Spekman and Sweeney 2006), (Zare Mehrjerdi 

2007) 

42) Controlling parts of logistics according to (Hariton et al. 2006) 

43) Just in time logistics according to (Hariton et al. 2006) 

44) Accelerating some processes of supply chain like stock management and real time 

billing is considered to one of other benefits gained from RFID implementations in 

supply chains according to (Lewis 2004). 

45) Labor reduction with more effective scheduling according to (Jones and Chung 

2008), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

46) According to (Jones and Chung 2008) RFID reduces the expensive assets by the 

use of more accurate information in decision support system. 

 

 

                Fig 2.6    RFID Enabling Technologies           (Jones and Chung 2008)
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                                     Fig 2.7 RFID Logistic application frame work  

                                                         (Jones and Chung 2008) 
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                   Fig 2.8 Relationships affected by the implementation of RFID   according to  

                                                      (Jones and Chung 2008) 

 

 

 

47) Limiting shortages according to (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

48) RFID provides a tool for an effective method for identifying counterfeited 

products according to (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 
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 Fig 2.9 Data collection using passive RFID tags and readers     (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

 

49) Innovative supply chain operations with timely information and better decision 

support according to (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

50) Real time and in-store execution and visibility is provided by implementation of 

RFID in the supply chain according to (Attaran 2007) 

51) The fastest and lowest cost method of achieving data which causes improved 

productivity and is provided by the use of RFID in businesses according to 

(Attaran 2007)   

52) According to (Cain 2010) retrieving data virtually by customers and shoppers 

around products, throughout the shopping process  

53) According to (Visich et al 2009) RFID implementations in supply chains provide 

increased sales through reduced stock out.  

54) According to (Visich et al 2009) RFID implementations in supply chains provide 

improved cash flow through increased inventory turns.   

55) According to (Visich et al 2009) RFID implementations in supply chains provide 

increased collaboration and planning.  

 

According to (Jones and Chung 2008),(Wong et al. 2005), (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) Wal-Mart 

in the list of largest companies implemented RFID in its supply chain. Also (Wong et al. 

2005) mentioned that major clothing company VE Corp, is accompanied with Wal-Mart n 

tagging its shipments. 

 

 

 
                        Fig 2.10 RFID benefits across the supply chain      (Tajima 2007) 
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Table 2.1 Category of costs related to supply chain inefficiency and RFID benefits 

                                                         (Lee and Lee 2010) 

 

According to (Spekman and Sweeney 2006) DOD, Wal-Mart and Target corporation are 

main RFID customers and asked their suppliers to adapt their products which are being 

delivered to them, be enabled by RFID up to end of 2006.  

Also largest retailers, the pharmaceutical industry, food and drug administration are the other 

RFID consumers by the end of 2007 stated by (Spekman and Sweeney 2006). 

(Spekman and Sweeney 2006) claim that a near real time seamless flow of information also 

more accurate tailor products and services to customers, are other RFID benefits over supply 

chain management.   

As an example, Ford Company benefits from RFID in replenishment of parts and the location 

of vehicles as mentioned by Katz, 2006 cited by (Spekman and Sweeney 2006).  

Morton, 2006 cited by (Spekman and Sweeney 2006) claims that HP migrated its 

commitment with Wal-Mart from RFID relationship to full integration in its internal supply 

chain.  

(Spekman and Sweeney 2006) mentioned that RFID is issued to track interaction in order to 

serve better the key customers.   

(Spekman and Sweeney 2006) claims that each part of supply chain has different views. For 

example from the supplier perspective, RFID could cause reduction in cost in supply chains 

by eliminating charge backs for the products delivered but not recorded as received. At the 

retail level the corresponding gathered information can give specific answers to the following 

concerns:  

► Best location to store a specific product for best sale 

► Sale correspondence promotional display cases with marketing plans 

► Defining shopping patterns for customers who purchase with a plan in comparison 

with impulse buyers 

► The location for shelf space for certain store keeping units 

► The plan for inventory rotation in order to decrease spoilage and waste 
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► The concise statistics from items to prevent out-of-stock in shelves or in the 

backroom 

► The time for paying for inventory through it when provided on consignment  

 

The most important issue that (Spekman and Sweeney 2006) points through when utilizing 

RFID in supply chain, is the procedures being performed without human involvement that 

reduce in human error. Also they point to automatically generated replenishment orders by 

RFID systems.  

(Want 2006) claims that three major organizations are adapting with RFID in large scale. 

They are Wal-Mart, Tesco and DOD (department of defense). 

 

According to (Hariton et al. 2006), (Myerson 2007) and (Visich et al. 2009)  Metro Group 

pioneer to rolling out RFID tagged pallets and cases Gillette, showed a way to redirect a 

misplaced case to its appropriate position. Canus also found that keeping the reading at 

certain speed could affect the computer's performance. Unilever concentrated on tag location 

on order to lessen interference.  

Procter & Gamble benefit from RFID to troubleshoot docking loading through put 

problems.  

Mark & Spencer focused on how RFID decreases the system's capital costs.  

Other companies who were involved in RFID rolling out as the Metro Group suppliers were: 

Johnson & Johnson, Kraft Foods, Colgate-Palmolive, Glaxo Smith Kline, Nestle and 

Esprit.  
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            Fig 2.11 Architecture of the process knowledge management modules 

                                                  (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 
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            Fig 2.12 Benefits throughout the SCM          (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

  

 

 
 

 
    Fig 2.13 Conceptual framework of RFID/EPC in SCM         (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 
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                      Fig 2.14 Multi agent structures of RPSC     (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                    Table 2.2 RFID products for supply chain     
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                                                           (Attaran 2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Table 2.3 a brief description of 15 benefits of RFID  
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(Zare Mehrjerdi 2007)  

 

Table 2.4 Initial saving estimates to Wal-Mart 

 
  An estimation of initial savings in Wal-Mart in the case of RFID implementation 

 

                                                             (Attaran 2007) 

 

(Visich et al. 2009) also points toward Target, Boeing, Michelin, the US Food and Drug 

administration (FDA) as the customers and consumers of RFID products in their supply 

chain.  
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       Table 2.5 Summary of RFID overview literature in supply chain management 
 

 
 

                                                        (Visich et al. 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Table 2.6 Summary of RFID empirical studies literature in supply chain management 
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                                                         (Visich et al. 2009) 
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   Table 2.7 Summary of RFID analytical studies literature in supply chain management 
 

 
                                                          (Visich et al. 2009) 
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Chapter 3 – Conceptual Framework 

 
In  chapter two,  a  review  of  related  literature  to the researcher's  research  questions  

was provided. This chapter is concentrated on the conceptualization, which call for the frame 

of reference for the studies. The objective of which is to select germane theories and concepts 

that will be used in this study. The conceptual framework will therefore be a guide in 

obtaining better realizing and recognition of the  benefits,  and  barriers  to  RFID   

implementation  and  factors  facilitating or impact  its  rapid success and adaption. The 

research problem consequently is being stated as follows: Although RFID has the potential of 

improving business process and organizational performance, its adaption has been very 

slow. Security and privacy concerns are possible explanation of this slow adaption in supply 

chain. 

 

Conceptualization:  

According to Amofah and Ijaz (2005) cited by Miles and Huberman (1994) cited by (Senyah 

and Sobotie 2009) showing either in graphical or in a narrative form as an approach to define 

the conceptual framework we would investigate and study the major points in the work. 

Based on research problem mentioned above, four research questions are developed to be 

studied during the research. 

 

 

RQ1. What security concerns and vulnerabilities does RFID bring about when 

implemented? 

 

RQ2.  What are the benefits gained when facilitating the supply chain with RFID?  

 

RQ3. Which of the RFID Security concerns has/have the most effect(s) on supply chains 

privacy? 

 

This part will begin with concerns and theories connected and relevant to research questions. 

  

 

RFID and Security concerns  

 

This part considers the first research question "What security concerns and vulnerabilities 

does RFID bring about when implemented?  The selected concerns and vulnerabilities 

brought in conceptualization among the list of them in the literature review chapter, have a 

common specification which is the frequency of repeating and the number of researchers who 

considered the vulnerability.  
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On the other hand when the more people realize a concern or vulnerability as an important 

item when being implemented, the author can conclude it as one of his theories or major 

concerns in the RFID security to focus on.  

By the statistics from the literature review it could be easily seen and realized that following 

concerns are more important and play the major roles when trying to implement secure RFID:  

 

► Confidentiality or message content security (as one of the major security issues in 

triple CIA -Confidentiality-Integrity-Availability) 

► Integrity (as one of the major security issues in triple CIA -Confidentiality-Integrity-

Availability) 

► Availability (as one of the major security issues in triple CIA -Confidentiality-

Integrity-Availability) 

► Authentication of the Sender and Recipient 

► Cryptography and encryption  

 

Any weakness in RFID concerns or not paying adequate attention to vulnerabilities discussed 

and listed in Literature Review- RFID Security part- could cause the RFID systems or tags to 

be attackable targets. The more defending strengths against threats locatable in RFID readers, 

tags or supporting servers and systems, the less probability of being attacked. When RFID 

accessories being armed and protected by methods and tools like cryptography, 

authentication, authorization, confidentiality and integrity, then less efficient attacks would 

appear and fewer disasters would happen.  

Keeping the RFID safe and secure by what mentioned above has a direct impact on 

dissemination and adaption of RFID in industries according to concern brought up in the 

research problem of the current survey.  

In literature review, many different methods were proposed to provide the authentication for 

RFID, this part of literature review was followed by some solutions offered by researchers 

and RFID specialists to protect the systems enhanced and developed with RFID technology, 

against risks and threats like what mentioned in varied types of attacks. 

Between them (Marcel Henseler et al .2008) proposed a system with central authentication 

and authorization servers, that provides untraceability for RFID tags, named Automatic 

Identification Management System for Multiple Security Domains (AIMS4MSD).  

(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) states that AIMS4MSD model is able to cover and support: 

Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, Asynchronization, Cryptography, Availability, 

Access control, Graceful degradation, Confidentiality, Anonymity, Cost efficiency and Low 

memory footprint. 

By all studies and researches the author performed and according to specifications that the 

proposed system have, the author decided to offer the mentioned AIMS4MSD system as a 

reference to compare implemented RFID system with, and measure the amount of 

correspondence of the implemented system with the reference. 
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RFID and Supply chain 

This section of conceptualization is specified to the benefits that supply chains can gain from 

equipping with RFID. It flash backs to the second research question: What are the benefits 

gained when facilitating the supply chain with RFID?  

In the literature review were mentioned more than 50 benefits that each supply chain can gain 

and like the previous part about RFID and Security, here the author can conclude that some 

of the benefits are more considered or more people have counted them as the main benefits 

that could be obtained, so in the conceptualization part of RFID and Supply chain the author 

tries to find relations between major benefits and their vulnerability according to security 

threats. This means that some benefits are more vulnerable to attacks or privacy concerns 

according to their use or specifications. 

Simultaneously the major benefits are the main levers to persuade or satisfy the industries' 

and firms' owners, investors and supply chain specialists to consider the RFID from a positive 

perspective and encourage them to invest on RFID in their supply chains from a beneficial 

aspect.  

Here the duty of RFID researchers is to find, analyze and protect against security and privacy 

vulnerabilities, to change the public look according to research problem at RFID, towards an 

enabler which is adequately safe and secure. It would be helpful to obviate the main concerns 

which prevent supply chains from wide use and adaption of RFID and being accustomed with 

RFID.  

According to anticipated benefits named in literature review following groups are considered 

more useful or costumed in supply chains:  

  

► Inventory management  

► Visibility  

► Decreasing cost  

► Management of orders  
► Anti Counterfeiting identification and increasing data accuracy  

► Improved information sharing and culture of knowledge sharing  

► Customer and after sale services  

► Tracking, tracing and monitoring  

► Asset management  

► Decreasing Human Error 

► No need for LOS (line of sight) 

► Rapid communication between tag and reader and time savings  

► Maintaining and managing productivity with better business processes 

► Better positioning products on shelves 

► Reduced Shrinkage   

► Space utilization 

 

It could be easily seen that above mentioned benefits are by some how vulnerable to privacy 

and security threats by their specifications.  
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For example when inventory statistics is counterfeited or tampered by non authorized users or 

abused by some kinds of attacks, then inventory management is threatened.  

Tampering the statistics of inventory or the customers' information, or the product 

transportation information could cause non visibility for supply chains and would increase 

costs related.  

When the information of orders being stolen or the types of products the customers demand 

being revealed, the whole business of the supply chain could be threatened.  

When information of production or customers or transportation or even the inventory be 

shared the probability of being counterfeited by malicious softwares or intruders or abusers, 

is increased and data accuracy would be threatened so the firm could not use the information 

to improve its supply chain and gain customers' satisfactory.  

When the information of customers like their address or the product they bought be tampered 

or abused by non authorized technicians, well organized after sale services could not happen 

and the statistics of satisfactions could be decreased.  

Tracking, tracing and monitoring the supply chain and production procedures, is one of the 

main aspects of RFID uses, which could act as a razor. It can improve and increase the supply 

chain procedures also could cause malfunctioning and wrong information or even threaten 

and destroy the market share of the firm by distributing with wrong destination of the 

products.  

Managing assets is one of RFID benefits but when supply chains provide the information of 

their assets in RFID systems then there is a permanent threat against them. Revealing and 

disposing of information could be very harmful to the firm also would be a single point of 

failure (SPF) for interference and interception.  

It is obvious that by using automated information systems like RFID, human error would be 

decreased but when in some cases intentional errors happened by abusers or intruders or 

malwares or malicious softwares like Stocks-Net, it could be counted as human error wrongly 

and during the time it can cause a serious information loss or damage in information systems 

involved with supply chains.   

All said above would cover the first and second research questions propounded. In response 

to the third question, "which of the RFID Security concerns has/have the most effect(s) on 

supply chains privacy?" by the frame of reference that is drawn in the following, the author 

propose a complete system (AIMS4MSD) to provide many steps of providing security for 

RFID systems.  

On the other hand challenges or barriers against dissemination of RFID in supply chains are 

considered as security concerns and vulnerabilities, on the contrary benefits grouped for 

implementing RFID in supply chains are stated as positive point and hopeful view for RFID 

implementation. 

A transaction between challenges and benefits would be helpful to find the most effective 

vulnerability or concern in supply chain when facilitated with RFID and practical statistics 

come from firms who implemented RFID in their supply chains and benefited or even 

incurred a loss, could be a response to third research question.  
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Emerged Frame of Reference  

 

The following reference model is a combination and contribution also getting idea of 

systems, procedures and block diagrams that were proposed in the literature review by the 

following researchers:  

AIMS4MSD system by (Marcel Henseler et al .2008), Relationships affected by the 

implementation of RFID by (Jones and Chung 2008), Architecture of the process knowledge 

management module, Conceptual framework of RFID/EPC in SCM and Multi agent structure 

of RPSC by (Zare Mehrjerdi 2007) 
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6. Shipping  

The emerged frame of reference suggests the theoretical pattern of the author's research. The 

named variables would lead the author's solution(s) to the expressed research questions 

namely: 

 

What security concerns and vulnerabilities does RFID bring about when implemented? 

What are the benefits gained when facilitating the supply chain with RFID?  

Which of the RFID Security concerns has/have the most effect(s) on supply chains 

privacy? 
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Chapter 4: Methodology  

 
In this chapter I will describe the methods were chosen in order to collect, handle and 

present the gathered information. Following is a sextet series of steps which I followed to 

perform and complete the research methodology chapter:  

1) Research purpose 2) Research approach 3) Research strategy 4) Research method and 

Sample selection 5) Data collection and 6) Data analysis approach.  

At the same time in order to standardize the research methodology validity and reliability 

criteria would be tested. 

 

Research purpose:  

 

According to Saunders et.al (2009), research questions and objectives are the terms of 

thinking about any research project. Within this, the paths in which we state our research 

question conclude descriptive, descriptive and explanatory or explanatory answers. Inevitably 

considering research questions, results in thinking about the purpose of the research.  

The threefold Exploratory, Explanatory and Descriptive are classified purposes most often 

customized locally for each project in the research method's literature.  

In the same way when the research question could be both descriptive and explanatory then 

the purpose of the research project could contain more than one purpose, implied by Mark 

Saunders et.al (2009).  

According to Reynolds (1971), Yin (2003) and Mark Saunders et.al (2009), there are three 

purposes assumed for each scientific research: EXPLORATORY, DESCRIPTIVE and 

EXPLANATORY. (Faraji Jalal, 2007) 

According to Saunders et.al (2009), studies which their purpose is Exploratory are valuable 

means of finding out "what is happening to seek new insights; to ask questions and to assess 

phenomena in a new light". Put differently as the research advances, the focus at the 

beginning is wide and becomes increasingly more constrict. Using many varied sources in 

order to collect information is common and regular. Here interviewing is the most suitable 

and appropriate technique to gather information when an exploratory research is being 

accomplished as stated by Yin (2003). When it is difficult to consider or imagine a boundary 

for the problem or choosing the model is disseminating or when the importance of relations 

and characteristics is not very clear, then the exploratory research is beneficial (Yin, 2003).  

Each exploratory research has three main ways to be carried on, according to Saunders et.al 

(2009):  

 A research of  achievable literature; 

 Interview with the experts around the subject; 

 Conducting focus group interviews (Saunders et.al, 2009). 
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According to Saunders et.al (2009) a descriptive research is performed in order to portray a 

precise profile of people, positions, cases or results. This type of study is conducted when 

there is a plenty of or at least enough literature around the subject which supports the research 

as stated by Oduro-Senyah & Ebo Sobotie, (2009).  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) it could be an annex of, or a precursor to a part of 

exploratory research or even more a part of explanatory study. It needs that we have a clear 

depiction of the phenomena we wish to gather information around it before start collecting 

data. If we use description in our research project then it could be a forerunner to explanation 

which is known to descripto-explanatory research. 

 

Saunders et.al (2009) believes that those researches called explanatory, launch causal 

relationships among variables. Stress here is on examining a problem or a situation for 

explicating the relationships. In order to obtain a more clear view of the relationships we 

could submit the data to statistical tests such as correlation.  

According to Khiyabani, (2006) explanatory studies necessitate relations between causes and 

symptoms. 

"The researcher investigates how a certain stimuli or factor affects one another. The 

identification of these factors together will then cause a phenomenon" Khiyabani (2006), 

p.62.  

When the research is focused on explaining specific phenomena from varied aspects or 

situations then an explanatory research could be approached, implied by Khiyabani, (2006). 

 

According to what is mentioned above, and as a conclusion for deciding about the research 

purpose assumed for the current research, also considering the characteristics of the type of 

the research like the following I can conclude the purpose of my own research:  

a) Existence of Interviews with experts in the RFID especially those who implemented 

and supported technically many RFID projects in Iran.  

b) A search in literature of RFID features and influential factors in supply chain 

especially around security dimensions and threats around the world and many well-

known companies and wholesalers or retailers  

As the two ways of conducting exploratory research it could be called an EXPLORATORY 

survey, but simultaneously according to Saunders et.al (2009) who believed that descriptive 

interpretation has a very clear position in management and business based researches, and 

when we know that considering the factors which have considerable impact on supply chain 

is a managerial aspect in conducting a firm or manufacture then it could be DESCRIPTIVE 

too. Concurrently according to Saunders et.al (2009) we see that studies which found causal 

relationships among variables could be termed explanatory. In the current research explaining 

the circumstances or a problem which is the impact and effect or the role on the RFID 

equipped supply chains as the relationship and security features as the variables, is the main 

aspect and goal of the research then it could be termed an Explanatory research.  
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Now we see that different purposes of research could be concluded at the same time when we 

look to the way of conducting the research from different views and when we consider all the 

aspects, characteristics and requirements of the research.  

Research approach:  

 

 According to Saunders et al. (2009) in order to recognize and understand better the nature of 

the problem which is the low speed of adaption of RFID use in the supply chain between the 

firms and manufactures and their stakeholders, it is needed to design, perform and conduct 

interviews between stakeholders, experts and customers of RFID technology and talk about 

their experiences.  

According to  Robson, (2002) cited by Saunders et al (2009) there are five sequential stages 

which any deductive research would progress through them:  

1. Derive and deduce a hypothesis  

2. Conveying the hypothesis 

3. Examining the operational hypothesis  

4. Testing the particular consequences of the inquiry 

5. If needed alter the theory by the aid of shining findings 

All done in a deductive research is about hypotheses. Such a research owes a lot to scientific 

research based on development of a theory or presenting laws, this permit the anticipation of 

phenomena, forecast their occurrence hence allow them to be controlled, narrated by Collis 

and Hussey, (2003) cited by Saunders et al. (2009).  

It is better to say that in a deductive research we test a theory however in an inductive 

research we build a theory by moving from samples and cases towards rules and laws. One of 

the triple reasons that Easterly-Smith et al. (2008) cited by Saunders et al. (2009) argue about 

the importance of choosing the research approach is : if we are interested to understand why 

something is happening rather than finding that what is happening it might be more suitable 

and logical to attempt our research inductively instead of choosing deductive approach. As 

we know my research problem is finding the 'WHY's and 'HOW's of the impact of RFID 

security on supply chain when a slow coverage is easily seen around the businesses involved 

with supply chain, and are eager to facilitate their processes by the use of RFID which 

conduct to ask initial research questions with question forms of ' WHY' and 'HOW'. Another 

point that leaded me to towards inductive approach is the indication of Easterly –Smith et al. 

(2008) cited by Saunders et al. (2009), the more the knowledge of research tradition the more 

power to design for catering the constraints. In other words when we have insufficient 

understanding of the topic we cannot figure a hypothesis.  

By what is discussed above I selected the inductive approach for the whole of my thesis; 

deciding about qualitative or quantitative (or any mixture of them) approaches would be 

investigated in data collection techniques and data analysis procedures stated, which are 

subset of research method part of the methodology.  
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Research Strategy  
 

In this section I focus on research strategy (or strategies) which is (are) being employed for 

the whole of thesis generally and for the research methodology specifically. "Each strategy 

can be used for exploratory, descriptive or explanatory research (Yin 2003)" Saunders et al. 

(2009), p.141.  

None of the research strategies could be located superior or inferior to any other by 

underlying according to Saunders et al. (2009).  

The most important thing in selecting a suitable strategy is that whether it is going to answer 

our research question(s) and meeting our objectives, not labeling the strategy leading the 

thesis, according to resources we have, like amount of time or existing knowledge as well as 

our adjacent philosophical underpinnings, implied by Saunders et al. (2009).  

Various research strategies according to Saunders et al. (2009) are:  

 Experiment  

 Survey  

 Case study 

 Action research 

 Grounded theory 

 Ethnography  

 Archival research 

Among them, by the characters they illustrate and findings they provide which are going to 

be discussed in the following, three of mentioned strategies, Case study, Grounded theory and 

Archival research seem to be more justifiable and helpful in defining the current research's 

strategy.  

In order to predict for the research and explicate the department the suitable and helpful 

strategy could be chosen as Grounded theory according to Goulding (2002) cited by 

Saunders et al. (2009). The emphasis is on developing and building theory, (ibid).  

In grounded theory there is no primitive theoretical framework at the beginning of data 

collection. Lots of observations generate data that will cause and result a theory. Mentioned 

data conduct to creation of previsions which further observations would test them whether 

being approved or not.  

Here, in the current research according to the literature of the subject, observations would 

generate data about the role of security of RFID and finally concluding a theory around its 

impact on supply chain by a proposed model that seems to be the solution for providing the 

level of security requested in RFID projects in the field of supply chains. A path from 

personnel or grouped scientific experiences leads to development a theory at the end of the 

research as the contribution when generalizing.  

 

When the research is geared with empirical investigations, and when the phenomenon is 

particularly contemporary, then we define the strategy for performing the research, Case 
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Study. In such a case a multiple sources of evidence are used amongst its real life context, 

stated by Robson (2002:178) cited by Saunders et al (2009).  

One of the characteristics of case study is the boundaries between the content that is going to 

be studied and the phenomena are not distinctly evident, according to Saunders et al (2009). 

In order to reach to a contribution about the impact of RFID security on the supply chain, I 

need to earn a rich understanding of the processes being performed and the context of the 

research, implied by Morris and Wood (1991) cited by Saunders et al. (2009).  

There are two discrete dimensions which cause four case study strategies according to Yin 

(2003) cited by Saunders et al. (2009) : 

 Single case v. multiple case  

 Holistic case v. embedded case  

"A case study can also incorporate multiple cases, that is more than one case. The rational for 

using multiple cases focuses upon the need to establish whether the findings of the first case 

occur in other cases and , as a consequence, the need to generalize form the findings" 

(Saunders et al. (2009), pp. 146-147) 

According to what mentioned above about case study strategy, I use multiple cases in order 

to understand whether the findings of the first case are locatable in other cases that could lead 

to a table of formula or guidelines as the generalization contribution.  

At the end and according to what justifications presented above, there is a share between two 

types of strategies: Grounded and Case Study that supports the research strategy.  

 

 

Research method of analyzing the results and data gathering 

 
According to Saunders et al (2009), Methodology as a general approach to any kind of 

research, is divided to two types Qualitative and Quantitative. In which Quantitative approach 

with objective essence is concentrated on measuring the phenomena. This kind of approach is 

contained of collecting and analyzing numeric data also statistical experiments. On the 

contrary, Qualitative approach has a more abstract essence and it contains investigation and 

reflection of perception of people generally and industries and firms owners and specialists 

specifically.  

Research usual process in Quantitative approach is studying references for choosing the 

appropriate theory and building hypotheses and then testing and statistically analyzing them. 

In return in Qualitative approach, there might not be any theory related to research, or the 

researcher is not intended to confine his/her work to existing theories, but in order to build 

new theories, has tendency to discuss phenomenon or explaining new patterns. (ibid)  

 

A) Data analysis procedures  

According to Saunders et al. (2009), p.482 and table 13.1 same page, highlights three distinct 

differences between qualitative and quantitative data analysis approaches, also to the type of 

data that the researcher is trying to find, collect and integrate by primary and secondary data 
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during the literature and interviews, in order to analyze and conclude, is based on meanings 

expressed through words, require classification into categories and conducted through the use 

of conceptualization. All these dimensions lead to the nature of qualitative data which 

benefits from implications for its analysis. The non-standardized and complex data collected 

might need to be summarized or condensed, categorized or grouped and by a narrative being 

restructured in order to support meaningful analysis.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) when an inductive approach is used in order to startup 

the research, the researcher look for making a theory that is subsequently based on his/her 

data. In the following inductive approach the researcher did not begin the study with a clearly 

determined theoretical framework, perhaps relationships between my data and developing 

questions or propositions is specified.  

Here there is an attempt to emerge the theory based on the process of data collection and 

analysis like what stated by Saunders et al. (2009). 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), p.491 figure 13.1 in the following inductive research, the 

analysis procedures relies on researcher's interpretations based on structuring meaning 

through narrative, so it is basically less structured.  

Here in the current research, the method used for analyzing the results of interviews is : 

within case analysis and cross case analysis.  

 

B) Data gathering techniques 

According to what mentioned above about qualitative analysis procedures and inductive 

approach that is locatable in the current research based on researcher's interpretation, one way 

to reach to such a goal is conducting interviews with experts in RFID and collect their 

experiences, knowledge and perceptions as much as possible. According to Saunders et al. 

(2009), p.320 interviews might be highly formalized and structured using standards questions 

for each study respondent, alternatively the interviews might be informal and unstructured 

conversations between interviewee and interviewer.  

There are different typologies to categorize interviews; one is related to the level of formality 

and structure, categorized as one of: 

 Structured interviews 

 Semi-structured interviews 

 Un structured or in-depth interviews  

Another typology according to Healey (1991), Healey and Rawlinson (1993), (1994) cited by 

Saunders et al. (2009), is Standardized interviews and non-Standardized interviews.  

Also Robson (2002), based on the work of Powney and Watts (1987), cited by Saunders et al. 

(2009), shows a varied typology: 

 Respondent ( participant) interviews  

 Informant interviews 

When in the current research the interviews with experts and experienced staff in the case 

studies which are being studied and compared, are informal and refers back to each 

interviewee's perception, experience and interpretation from the effect of RFID Security on 

their works in supply chains or cases and projects they implemented RFID.  
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Then I can decide on unstructured interviews generally and in-depth interview specifically to 

explore in depth in security of RFID which I am interested in. According to Saunders et al. 

(2009) for such an interview, there is no predefined list of questions to work through although 

the researcher has a clear idea about the aspect. The interviewees are given equivalent 

opportunities to speak freely about events, behaviors, approvals or disapprovals and the 

impacts of RFID Security also their believes, so it could be called non-directive and labeled 

as an informant interview afterwards it is the interview's perception that carry on the 

interview.  

According to the nature of the study and the aspect that is looking to the concept, the need 

and possibility for focus group interviews could be easily considered besides to one to one or 

face-to-face interviews. According to Saunders et al. (2009), p.321 in-depth interviews are 

used to collect data, which are normally analyzed qualitatively for example as part of a case 

study strategy. According to research problem that is concerned about 'WHY's around the 

adaption of RFID also according to research questions which are mainly debating around 

'WHAT's and the 'HOW's the data gathered during the interviews are used to reveal and 

understand the facts also placing more emphasis on finding the reasons around the adaption 

of RFID.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009), p.323 table 10.1, unstructured interviews or in-depth 

interviews are more frequent for studies which their purposes are more exploratory like 

mine.  

 

C) Sample selection technique  

 
According to Saunders et al. (2009) the two main types of sampling techniques are:  

 Probability or representative sampling  

 Non-Probability or judgment sampling  

In the first one that chance or probability of each case to be selected is known and equal for 

all cases. On the contrary for non-probability sampling, the probability for each case selected 

from the population is not only unknown but also impossible to answer research questions or 

cover objectives based on statistical inferences. 

A non-probability or non-random sampling is based on subjective judgment, stated by 

Saunders et al. (2009). There is a possibility that an attempt is required to meet the 

researcher's objectives and answering research question(s) for an in depth study. This kind of 

sample could provide and information rich case study in which theoretical insights and an 

exploration to the research question(s) would be gained. Also limited resources or inability to 

determine a sampling frame could be another dictation for choosing a non-probability 

sampling technique.  

Saunders et al. (2009) believe that in all non-probability sampling technique there is no role t 

define the sample size and it is ambiguous, and according to Patton (2002) cited by Saunders 

et al. (2009) dependant on research questions and objectives. As what is implied by Saunders 
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et al.(2009), p.234 , there are lists of questions which their responses would determine the 

sampling technique to consider.  

For the current research, the researcher knows that, cannot collect data from the entire 

population so needs a sample, also statistical inferences like what happens in representative 

sampling, could not be made from the sample. It is not probable that the sample be 

representative. In the current research exploratory is not the just purpose but it is obvious that 

individual cases are difficult to identify also difficult to identify members of the population so 

the researcher decided to benefit from Snowball sampling during the study.  

In order to conduct such a sampling four steps are needed based on Saunders et al. (2009) 

belief: 

a) Establishing a contact with some cases in the population. 

b) Asking the selected RFID experts to identify and introduce further experiences staff 

or experts from their company or from other partner companies they know. 

c) Continue in asking for new cases to be introduced that planned, designed, 

implemented and maintained security plans in RFID projects.  

d) Stop when either no new cases are given or the sample is as large as being 

manageable. 

In this research by a survey the author found 24 companies as respondents who were 

involved in RFID projects in Iran. The researcher tries to make contact with them in order to 

hold interviews with prepared questions and analyze the results gained from the responses by 

the method of "within case analysis" and "cross case analysis". During this procedure 3 of 

the respondent were introduced to the researcher by the method of snowball.   

 

D) Credibility of research findings – Validity and Reliability 

 

According to Raimond (1999:55) cited by Saunders et al. (2009), every research design is 

supported by using the credibility of findings when their reliability and validity is being 

tested. And it is done in order to reduce the possibility of getting wrong answers. 

Saunders et al. (2009) imply that Reliability refers back to the consequences that the 

researcher's data collection techniques or analysis procedures result consistent finding and 

validity is pertaining with the fact that the findings be really about what they expected and 

appeared to be about.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) believes, also concerning the nature of my study around 

the impact of RFID security on supply chain, and the way of snowball sample selection, the 

circumstances being explored are complex and dynamic. The research is valued by the 

flexibility that is costumed during the study and provides an exploration to the complexity of 

the topic.  

Marshall and Rossman (1999) cited by Saunders et al. (2009) believe that, in order to provide 

replication ability for further researchers in a research like mine with a qualitative, non-

standardized approach it is needed to transform an aspect, comprehended to be a weakness, 

into a strength based, that provide realistic assumption for the ability of replicating the 

findings of the research (Reliability).  
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Here associating to my research design the reasons bear out the selection of strategy and 

methods also data achieved, it is needed to make and retain notes. It would be helpful for 

other researchers, to refer to, for a better understanding of the processes I used and findings I 

revealed.  

It would empower them to reanalyze what data I gathered and test the reliability of the whole 

study.  

Here again referring back to Saunders et al. (2009) for testing the validity or Generalisability 

of the study, there is an argument which integrate Generalisability of a qualitative based 

research. According to (Bryman 1988: Yin 2003) cited by Saunders et al. (2009) this 

argument is pertained to the significance of the study to theoretical propositions. When the 

researcher is able to relate his research to the existing theory, it could be easily manifested 

that the outcomes could have a broader theoretical significance.  

Mentioned relationship authorizes the researcher to tryout the applicability of the current 

theory to the settings being examined. Here is the place where lead to 'WHY's appeared in 

research problem when trying to generalize the findings.  

It also shows that theoretical propositions could be proved in another context when being 

advanced, stated by Saunders et al. (2009), p.335.  
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Chapter 5 – Empirical Data Presentation 

 
This chapter presents the data gathered through in-depth interviews with seven companies 

who are leaders of RFID in Iran. The questions of interview were designed according to 

research questions and the structure of frame of reference. Transcripts of the interviews are 

transferred to this chapter to provide a detailed idea of each issue presented in interview 

questions. 

The data presentation will be in the accordance of the following main ideas for each 

interviewee: 

 a) Supply chain concept, b) existence of relation between supply chain and projects, c) 

supply chain fields affected by RFID, d) benefits of RFID in supply chain, e) security 

experience, f) area covered and type of industry, g) call of RFID security, h) security features 

implemented, i) security standards, j) minimum level of security requested, k) RFID security 

in organization's policy, l)obstacles against hackers, m) model of security, n)counterfeiting 

and tampering prevention method, o) security axles, p) RFID influence and market share, q) 

RFID vulnerabilities and weak points. 

Also in the following, the instructions and guides which were followed by the interviewer 

during interviews and the whole themes which outlined the questions are mentioned.       

 

Interview guide and preparation  

 
Issues which are going to be considered and associated in the interview are coming in the 

following which are in accordance with what Saunders et al. (2009), pp. 328-335 mentioned 

as success key factors in interview in order to ascertain five Ps: Prior Planning Prevent Poor 

Performance.  

 

 "LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE":  enough information about the research topic and 

organizational or situational context. 

 "LEVEL OF INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO THE INTERVIEWEE" might 

promote the credibility of interview. A list of interview themes could be delivered to 

the interviewee(s) before the interview.  

 "APPROPRIATENESS OF LOCATION": selecting a convenient and quiet place for 

interview in order to provide comfort for the participant(s). 

 "APPROPRIATENESS OF THE RESEARCHR'S APPEAREANCE AT THE 

INTERVIEW": better to select a similar style of dress to those to be interviewed. 

 "NATURE OF THE OPENING COMMENTS TO BE MADE WHEN INTERVIEW 

COMMENCES" :  There is a need to explain the research to the interviewee first few 

minutes of conversation will cause ice breaking between the researcher and the 

participant(s) – the two non-familiar with each other. 
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 "APPROACH TO QUESTIONING": Questions should be phrased clearly. 

Approaching to questions would decrease the range for bias and increase the 

reliability. Questions attempt to conduct the interview or that point bias should be 

avoided, also long questions should be avoided too. Questions should not contain too 

many theoretical concepts. A critical incident technique shall be used to declare a 

definite idea concerning the effects for the participant(s). it is better to leave the 

sensitive questions for the end of the interview, it will make the researcher more 

confident from the responses. 

 "NATURE AND IMPACT OF THE INTERVIEWER'S BEHAVIOUR DURING 

THE COURSE OF THE INTERVIEW": It will decrease the scope of bias. Non-

verbal behavior that point to bias should be avoided. Posture and tone of voice of 

interviewer might promote the flow of interview. Sitting of the researcher would show 

the attentiveness to the participant(s). 

 "DEMONSTRATION OF ATTENTIVE LISTENING SKILLS": It will help the 

researcher to understand the interviewee's definitions and explanations especially in 

an in-depth interview like mine.  

 "SCOPE TO TEST UNDERSTANDING" : By summarizing the explanations 

supplied by the participant(s), and then asking the interviewee to read the perceptions 

and notes summarized from the actual interview, here further points could be added if 

was not previously apparent.  

 "APPROACH TO RECORDING DATA": Beside audio-recording, taking notes 

during the interview is useful; it will also provide a back-up. An immediate 

compilation of the full record of interview is recommended. These contextual data 

shall be recorded:  (a) location of the interview, (b) date and time, (c) setting of the 

room of interview, (d) background of the interviewee ( role, post title, gender), (e) the 

interviewer's impression from the interview.  Also the researcher should ensure the 

interviewee from the confidentiality and anonymity of what is recorded. 

 "CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND BIAS": Happening the misunderstanding of 

responses because of cultural conflicts between the researcher and participant(s) is 

completely probable.  

 COMPANY BACKGROUND: items come in the following shall be considered when 

performing the interview, they will be helpful in separating the responses and 

concluding the according results, 1- Number of employees of the firm, 2- Brand of the 

firm, 3-Short history of the firm for example the time of starting and establishing the 

company and the location of the firm (geography), 4- size of the company and market 

share, 5- Type of products. 

 

Interview Questions themes: 

 
Questions that are going to be asked from participant(s) and respondent(s) would be around 

the following themes:  
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1) The interviewee's experience around RFID generally and its Security specifically. 

2) The number or volume of projects they had implemented around RFID technology. 

3) The interviewee's conceptualization and perception of supply chain.  

4) The interviewee's perception of security and its importance. 

5) The relation between the company's RFID projects implemented and supply chains 

and the amount of this relation if any.  

6) The number, category and type of security features applied in the current and finished 

RFID projects that the company has or had. 

7) The standards applied and tests taken to measure the compatibility and conformity 

between them in the projects.  

8) The requests from the customers' sides for the trust and confidence they need when 

ordering RFID for their supply chains or other RFID projects.  

9) The interviewee's and his/her company's belief and perception around the impact of 

security on the adaption of new aspects of technology like RFID.  

10)  According to their experience, perception and market share – those who implemented 

RFID projects – what is the first restriction and obstacle against intrusion and 

penetration to RFID systems how did they overcome it.  

11)  What were the models or methods they benefited from to provide security for RFID 

applications and systems and prevent penetration or counterfeit? 

12)  Between security issues ( AUTHORIZATION AND AVAILABILITY , 

AUTHETICATION,  CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY, NON-REPUDIATION, 

PHYSISCAL SECURITY, DATA PHYSHING AND COUTERFEIT) specially for 

RFID networks , which of them is more important and critical and why ?  

13) What impact has the security of the RFID on their career or career prospects?  

 

 

Case A: Data net Co. - Mr. Kiani – Managing director 

Case B: Tarashe Pardaz Pouya Co. (Tapco) – Mr. Baratpour – Sales Manager 

Case C: Tolue Co. – Mr. Ebrahimian- Managing director 

Case D: Magfa Co. (Markaze Gostareshe Fannavari Ettellaat) – Mrs. Azarian – 

Vice President of design and develop Dep. and chief of RFID section.  

Case E: ACECR (Sharif University of Technology Branch of Academic Center 

for Education, Culture and Research.) – Mr. Ataaeeyan- MA of RFID Dep. 

Case F: Kavosh Kaam Co. – Mr. Najafi – Technical manager and MA in R&D 

Case G: Shabake Afzaar Co. – Mr. Fereydooni – Data acquisition systems Sales 

administrator. 

 

  Companies' backgrounds: 

 

Respondent A – Datanet: Data net established in 2009. In Datanet Co. presenting 

comprehensive IT services is from the objectives and principles. Datanet concentrated its 
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power on presenting specialized web based and windows based programs for organizations 

and institutions during the past years. Datanet was successful in to play worthy and deserving 

role in developing national objectives and projects.  

This company benefits from elite and experienced experts in Information and 

Communication technology (ICT) and entered to the following fields:  

 Presenting strategic consulting services  

 Presenting security solutions in protecting softwares and securing communication 

channels  

 Presenting suitable application softwares and windows based and web based with 

latest up-to-date technologies. 

 Launching national WAN networks 

 Presenting identification and tracking services based on RFID and EM. 

 Presenting private cell phone services based on Tetra Technology. 

 Presenting complete security and network equipments with the Delta Link brand 

from Russia. 

Their vision is to find a place among 5 first companies in Iran in the field of software and 

modern technology. 

Their mission is to present web based and windows based programming also presenting 

identification and tracking services based on RFID and Tetra Tech.  

Their strategic commercial partners are:  

In RFID field: Summit Automation Co. Ltd, LS Industrial Systems – Lsis, Alien Technology, 

Impinj, GAO RFID, and  RF LabelTech .  

In software field: Kayako Inc and Dِevexpress. 

In Network: DeltaLink Inc. 

In e-Commerce: Pardakht Electronic Saman (electronic payment of Saman) and Tejarat 

Electronic Parsian (Parsian electronic payment)  

 

Respondent B – Tarashe Pardaze Pouya (Tapco): TAPCO is a familiar name in electronic 

and computer industries in Iran our activity has been started since 1998, to approach design, 

manufacturing and development facilities and equipment to the following areas: 

          - Test systems for electrical power 

          - Mechanized data collection systems 

To follow politeness, accuracy and speed in connection with the customers and create 

independent units for advice and appropriate response is the title of our company. 

TAPCO active units: 

• Management 

• Trading  

• Production 

• Software 

• R & D 

• Support 
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• Control Instrumentation 

• Consultation 

 

Respondent C – Tolue: This Company was established in 2002 by a group of specialists in 

electronic, telecommunication and software. The most important activity of the company is 

presenting comprehensive and optimized (cost/benefit) solutions based on RFID technology 

and present all loops of this chain from consultancy, design and supplying goods up to 

installation, implementation, support and maintenance also after sale services.  

Tolue has a slogan" A Professional Friend"  

Tolue is a pioneer in presenting identification and tracking solution provider based on RFID. 

Tolue is also the executive of the biggest RFID project in Iran. The employee of this project 

is the Oil and Gas Pars Co. – the trustee of developing refineries of southern Pars region. The 

objective of this project is to organize the control of personnel and automobile traffic. Also 

inspection on repositioning high value, expensive and critical assets of the refineries is one of 

the other tasks.  

 

Respondent D – Magfa: In 2003, Magfa ITDC ( Information Technology Development 

Center ) an affiliate of the Industrial Development and Renovation Organization of Iran, 

IDRO, assumed its responsibility to develop and renovate Industries by promoting ICT and 

its applications, and to play a major role in globalizing the Iranian ICT Industry through joint 

investments with the private sector and offering ICT products and services to variety of 

clients in the local and international markets. 

MAGFA is prepared to provide RFID solutions and its establishment in Organizations using 

specialized trained resources as well as International partners. 

 

Respondent E – ACECR: Sharif University Branch of Academic Center for Education, 

Culture and Research (ACECR-Sharif branch) is a public non-governmental foundation that 

has been established in 1980. 

Enrollment of capable manpower and the acquisition of sophisticated technical know-how 

and available equipment of laboratories and workshops ACECR have achieved a rare 

standing in engineering and industrial sciences. This branch has completed more than 2300 

projects contracts so far. Total solutions are offered, from initial idea to the end result. It is 

considerable that total annual income of this complex is about 15 million dollars. Sharif 

ACECR now has 300 full-time members that 200 of them have bachelor‘s degree or more. 

Sharif University Branch of ACECR comprises 7 research groups and 7 specialized service 

centers in various technical and engineering fields. Conducting research and providing 

technical services to several industrial sectors, namely petroleum, gas and petrochemical 

industries, transportation, automobile and vehicles, communications and electronics. Also 

this branch is active in education field and offering both products and training services. 

Considering the financially autonomous structure of this organization, all of the projects are 

performed under contracts with customers from industries or government. An outstanding 

activity of this organization is to develop special high-tech products in limited number with 

specifications tailored according to the customers' needs. 

http://www.idro.org/
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General duties of ACECR include: 

   To establish appropriate organization for authoring, translating and publishing 

books, periodicals, research reports, scientific and cultural articles  

  To cooperate in technology transfer 

   To establish domestic technologies 

   Conducting developmental and applied researches 

   Following up the research projects of ACECR until the end of semi-industrial and 

industrial phases 

   Providing scientific- technical services in different required areas 

   To encourage, support and attract young and talented researchers to plan for and 

provide necessary requirements and facilities for their scientific and research 

activities  

  To participate in providing appropriate conditions for more university graduates 

employment 

   To support B. Sc. and M. Sc. thesis in research centers investigations related 

fields 

 To execute national and international scientific congresses 

 Cooperate with abroad scientific research centers 

   To offer scientific technical services include conducting quality tests, standard 

proposals studies, collecting and processing scientific data, publishing documents 

and scientific data, promoting techniques, conducting scientific consultation, 

offering technical aids. 

 

Respondent F- Kavosh Kaam Asia: Kavosh Kaam group is active in telecommunication 

systems, monitoring and intelligent solutions. It is more than 19 years that this company is 

leader in research and developing different telecommunication and electronic systems and up 

to now has customers from different industries like Oil and Gas industries, automotive, 

transportation, foods, packaging, detergents and ceramic. Kavosh Kaam Co. activities are 

focused on designing IC (integrated circuits), fleet management, radio networks, GPS, design 

and developing RFID and proposing correspondent solutions also on amplifier and jammer of 

cell phones.  

 

Respondent G – Shabake Afzaar (SAC): This Company established in 1992, with the focus 

on presenting comprehensive solutions and specialized services in the field of computer 

networks based on modern information methodologies. It got representative from accredited 

network devices and equipments producers. Now SAC with an experienced professional team 

and by using modern equipments is a trustworthy company which provides computer 

networks products.    

 

 

  Final interview questions and pursuant specialists' answers:  
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1) What is your perception of supply chain?  
A: Fleet and Services and processes for a product getting from one place and 

delivering to another place.  

 

B. A set of producers, distributers, and consumers. Because any supply chain is 

affected by their expectations.  

 

C. Loops of commodity from producers to consumers also contain support and after 

sales services. 

 

D. From the moment of production of raw materials up to the time that the finished 

product is delivered to the end user. 

 

E. A set of procedures. It creates value for the owner of the chain in order to provide 

the business goals.  

 

F. It is not very familiar in Iran. Supply chain is from the start point of providing the 

commodity up to distributing to the end user. 

 

G.  To supply forces those who are producing or offering services. 

2) Dose any relation between your current or finished projects and supply chain exists? 

What kind of relation do they have? How much do your projects are dependent to 

supply chains? 
A: Yes, Inventory Projects like NASSAM inventory of wood and wooden beams to 

control the entrance and exit of products under control of RFID.   

Another company was Evrand Lastik (producer of Automobiles fuel parts) which the 

whole production line and inventory was equipped and controlled by RFID. Our 

RFID implementations are more concentrated on inventory control. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

B. Yes, there were two projects, the first one named: SHABNAM in department of 

commerce which is a network of inspection and monitoring of goods and services by 

the public, and the other one was a new and revised version of SHABNAM that was 

developed by Academic Center for Education, Culture and Research of ROUYESH. 

It will deliver services to facilitate distribution and provide available and suitable 

products for people. It will use automated recognition technologies like RFID. It is 

used to provide information to consumers, middle shoppers and distributers for 

supplying their commodity.  

 

C. Tracking and Identification in low range, high range and GPS. We had two 

automation projects in production line and connecting them to inventory with RFID.  

Also we had implemented distribution systems with RFID.  
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We were consultant for implementation of RFID in the biggest parking (Mother 

Parking) of IKCO (Iran Khodro).  

In all of our projects the volume of commodity and inventory was the main point and 

purposed. 

   

D. Harbor area, inventory, management of personnel traffic and automobiles traffic 

in parking, management of sport clubs by equipping the lockers by RFID for 

electronic payments, their bracelets were charged credit and they did not need to go 

to their lockers to take money also we implemented for paintball clubs. For 

controlling the traffic of trucks by the RTLS system, in Imam Harbor, we were 

consultant in the project.  

 

E. Our projects were not involved with supply chain directly, but they covered some 

loops in supply chains like tracking. One of them was for Railway of Iran to track 

their freight cars or wagons which was implemented in pilot scale in four stages. It 

could be helpful for MOBAARAKE steel complex supply chain if the project was 

deployed completely. But because of telecommunication problems and absence of 

high bandwidth the projects could not be implemented practically all around the 

field, but in the fields that was implemented the efficiency was higher than 99%. In 

the mentioned project we used the active IDENTEC solutions based in Austria. 

 

F. Its relation was low; we did RFID projects in inventory fields.  

 

G. Yes, our projects are related to supply chain. These days, tracking and just in time 

controlling in industrial and service oriented centers is considered as up-to-date 

issues and provide value for their owners. The points it brings are time saving, 

increasing the coefficient of data accuracy also online and up –to-date data. We had 

projects in ports and industrial centers. 

  

3) By your opinion how much RFID technology is effective in supply chains? Which of 

the supply chain fields do you think is the most consumer or user of RFID?  
A: From the producing moment with raw materials up to delivering the finished 

product to the end user. In Automotive industries RFID has a lot of applications.  

 

B. In automotive industries we think that RFID has the most position. 

 

C. The most important factors in using RFID in supply chain are ROI (return of 

invest) and the volume of commodities and transportations.  

 

D. In any supply chain, Logistic domain could be benefitted allot from RFID 

technology especially for the commodities that have expiration dates. Using RFID in 
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this kind of Logistic can improve the inspection systems. Also RFID could be helpful 

for manufactures that have many suppliers like automotive companies, for example 

in one of Iranian's automotive companies we implemented RFID to manage and 

inspect the pallets.   

 

E. It depends on the circumstances of the chain. Its ROI shall be considered before 

implementation. Oil and Gas industries we think that could be RFID customers for 

the items were made in these industries or installed or for some of their used digging 

items could be recycled. In automotive industries also RFID could be helpful but here 

in Iran it was not so successful because of the probability of counterfeiting of tags. 

We were observers for tracking the cars made in IKCO and the logistic chain was 

equipped with RFID. Also in retailers of supply chain of chained stores like 

WALMART or CAREFOUR .Also in electronic inventory RFID is useful too.  

 

F. Supply chain can exist without RFID, but we use RFID in supply chains as a 

facility and it increase speed, accuracy, tracking and precision. 

 

G. The most usage of RFID is in tracking the commodity and providing a connection 

between the database and the commodity.  

Applications of RFID in varied supply chains are different. For example supply chain 

in an inventory is different from supply chain in chained stores.     

 

4) What do you call the benefits of RFID technology in supply chains?  
A: There is no need for LOS (line of sight) like what is needed for barcodes. RFID 

can store more data in comparison with barcodes. RFID is more stable in comparison 

with barcodes. Using powerful readers in RFID technology is possible which users 

would benefit from its abilities. 

  

B. Interactive information is one of the major benefits of RFID in supply chains.  

 

C. It depends on the project and the customer, but we think that its ability in anti 

counterfeiting.  

 

D. A 24 hour control and inspection, procedure management would be improved; 

also lost commodities could be found and tracked. Totally we think using RFID 

would cause decrease in expenses and increase in income and benefits.  

 

E. Optimizing and increasing the performance of systems. Better watching and 

observing items and commodities to optimize asset management. Not a real time but 

in a very narrow time interval, manager could get informed from the position of 

his/her assets, it provides auditing possibility by a dashboard in a short period of 

time. It would lead the system to an intelligent level, and increase visibility.  
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F. Speed, accuracy, precision and tracking. Also the path of producing of goods like 

the time of production, location, originality and the path of distribution are the 

benefits we can gain from RFID implemented in supply chains. 

 

G. Time savings, database access, data accuracy, preventing or decreasing the human 

error, making the systems paperless and automation.  

 

 

5) What is your experience in security of RFID? 
A. There is no physical security available for RFID tags, but when using 15693 HF 

class tags then software security is available and possible. We consider the RFID 

security more in securing the RFID devices, data, network and fields by increasing 

the software security level when implementing RFID. 

  

B. Financial projects like Plastic money, electronic wallet, giving credit to customers 

for offline shopping that all of them are based on security.  

 
C. We consider security for our RFID systems in Reader, software and in application 

layer and database layer.  

 

D. Each object has its own ID which is written inside the tag which provides a high 

level of security for the object. Also passports are equipped with RFID tags and 

valued papers in financial transactions.  

 

E. One of threats for RFID is duplication, (rebuilding the TID) which its possibility is 

so weak because of the cost, so this threat has no value. Another threat is cloning 

passports on HF tags; it is valued because of its risks and threats it could create, 

especially in national security.  

 

F. The first discussion is about the current RFID standards and the level of security 

they have and how can be used securely. The other section refers back to the method 

of using RFID. If you use RFID as a serial number there is no information so there 

would be no security problem. 

The second discussion is about the secure RFID that we designed its protocol and 

implemented it. Here we do the design and making the RFID chips. We made special 

tag and reader to cover the security concerns.  

 

G. Our implemented projects were in exclusive environments like inventories or 

ports that were controlled by organs or access control system for an industrial factory 
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so we were not worried about security of the fields so we did not enter to public 

environments.  

We had frequency disorders and used some electronic systems to find them and 

according to sources the employer gives us, we try to select the proper standard and 

frequency band to remove the problems.  

 

6) Would you please name the RFID projects your company or organization has 

handled, if possible? And how much area did they cover? 
A. Between 15-20 projects with the amount of $ 600000-700000, for example 

checking and keeping the inventory of commodities of a ministry in Iran.  

Warehouses or salons with the area of 30m X 70m or 40m X 60m are equipped with 

RFID in our projects. 

Also document management for SAA IRAN is one of our projects that a mixture of 

UHF and UF tags are used at the same time.  

 

B. Inspection of mailboxes all around Iran and in all provinces, offline electronic 

payment in YAZD province, electronic cards for parking in GHAZVIN province, 

supporting cards for sport clubs in TABRIZ province, calibration and electronic 

identity for equipments in KHORASAN province petrochemical. 

 

C. Active RFID projects we implemented covered up to 300 M and in passive 

projects that costumed UHF tags 7-8 M and we used them in supply chains. 

 

D. We mostly do the consultancy for the customers of RFID projects and help them 

to find qualified and better RFID providers and preparing RFP (request for proposal), 

and during the implementation we do the inspection. Magfa has lots of SBUs which 

one of them is design and develop department with a business line in RFID.  

 

E. Chain of Logistic in IKCO (Iran Khodro- Automotive company), the big parking 

of IKCO 800M X 200M plus two salons, totally comes to 1300 M X 200M, between 

8000-9000 tags installed at the same time. 

In railway two stations were equipped with RFID named SISTAN and HASAN 

ABAAD. For each station 3 KM was covered. In this project 2 stations were practical 

and four (4) stations were not because of telecommunication restrictions. Totally 

1200 Wagons were tagged with RFID.  

 

F. The range of our projects in RFID is so wide, here is the list of our RFID projects 

implemented which some of them are involved with supply chain:  1) Active project 

for the passenger terminal in Mashhad, 2) controlling the traffic of taxi cabs in 

Tehran railway station, 3) controlling the traffic of personnel of Iran national 

company of Gas export, 4) management of inventory and assets in Imam Khomeini 

harbor, 5) document management project and the library of PAYAM NOOR 
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university in Ardebil, 6) mechanization of forming the train in the HASAN ABAAD 

railway station in Esfahan.   

 

G. We had a project for Iran Air airline to control the lifejackets in their fleets. The 

life jackets have expiration date when the aircraft is being overhauled so by the RFID 

they could easily be checked also to ensure from the health and security of the 

passengers the number of life jackets and their exiting would be controlled to prevent 

illegal exits. It is done by 15000 tags all around Iran. 

We used access control for Saipa Yadak (Automotive spare part producer). 

 For PMO (ports and sailing organization) Shahid RAJAYEE and Shahid 

BAHONAR waterfronts tracking was implemented by RFID and on Anzali port 

waterfront it is executed as a pilot project. Also in Boushehr port it is in feasible 

study. 

 

 

7) What do you call the security of wireless networks like RFID? And how much they 

are important? 
A. We use our RFID passive devices in HF and UHF bands; here focus is not on 

physical security, because UHF and HF bands work in low range and their frequency 

security would not be threatened.  

Also document management for SAA IRAN is one of our projects that a mixture of 

UHF and UF tags are used at the same time the most important security for RFID 

networks is around the security of data base and software security and not 

implementing security on tags because we do not store important data on a tag like 

what happens on hard drives. 

 

B. It has a high level of importance and we consider its security as one of the vital 

factors when we have based our business on this concept. There would be new 

definitions of RFID technology in future that we would be dependent so much to 

them. For example in health care cards you are going to provide an available memory 

instead of a printed paper for the public. It is so interesting and usable for all and this 

provides a distance from a paper which has fixed information. Its security on coding 

and using is supplied by strict, rigid and upgrading standards.  

 

C. We think that if a wireless network like RFID be protected against intrusion, and 

then we call it security, or if the intrusion happened there should a mechanism to 

detect it. 

 

D. Assigning an ID to an object that we want to have control and inspection on that 

object. It could be done by using a specific frequency band, and the second step is 

securing the software and database.  
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E. It depends to the location, if RFID tags play the role of careers then there is 

possibility for breaking and hearing through them and threatening in the Ad-Hoc 

mode, in this case there is no connectivity to database and the tag lonely caries the 

codes encrypted. But if the tags were used to carry just the ID there is no probability 

for abuse.  

 

F. First part is about the security of radio connection, especially for not centralized 

systems when the tags contain information besides ID. Another concern is about 

counterfeiting the ID and originality. 

 

G. Because RFID works in low range in comparison with other wireless technologies 

also because the system is closed in coding and transmitting the frequency, they have 

high level of security.  

The other feature is reading all the tags by a reader in its range. But it is not always 

guaranteed. 

     

8) What are security features implemented in your projects? Please express their 

names, types and categories. 
A. The most important feature is physical security. One of our projects that was 

involved with physical security was document management implemented in SAA 

IRAN that the final solution was applying tags that have dual HF and UHF chipsets 

simultaneously, and sticking them on documents to provide the minimum physical 

security for the documents.  

But physical security in this and similar cases is always threatened.  

Anywhere that data security of tag is important then physical security is much more 

important.  

The next step after physical security is keeping safe the database and software 

security. And the third step is defining access password for restricting the access and 

locking the tag, then the reserve memory is readable just by the access password; in 

more than 90% cases checking the originality of the tag is the final purpose. 

 

B. Defining different security levels according to the type of the project and 

mandatory standards on the volume of money which is going to be transferred 

especially on projects involved with electronic money.  

Creating knowledge of security in the customer side and standards and procedures we 

tell them that they need to consider.  

 

C. Security in the software field and database network of RFID. We use encryption in 

our projects to ensure and provide security in data transaction layers. And in software 

layer we use our own special and specific protocols to cover and secure the 

softwares.  
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We believe that encryption is more important when you want to track the 

automobiles. Database security is more important when you are working in 

inventory.  

 

D. In IMAM harbor project, information would not leak to outside of the field like 

what happens in GPS. Here we have the accuracy and validity of system 

performance. In IMAM harbor noise was so important and caused disorder. To 

troubleshoot this we did some standard tests to find the field with the lowest noise 

band. 

 

E. We did not have special features defined for our customers but with restricting the 

applications of tags more security was provided.  

 

F. The first was the tags not be detectable, the scanners should not be able to 

recognize the existence of tags. In the second step the tag should not be readable for 

example by encrypting the tag or using special protocols.  

One of the solutions offered in EPC tags is to send random numbers created by 

reader instead of the read ID to name or call the tag. Here this solution provides 

security for the reader and the connection.  

Besides this, setting password on the memory or using kill command for the tag or 

locking the tag are from the EPC protocol.  

 

G. There is no specific category. According to low range used in RFID and closed 

reading system, we did not work allot on its security features on the connections 

between tag and reader up to this time which RFID is a new technology.     

9)  What security standards you used in projects? Did you perform any test or 

examinations to check the correspondence of your projects' specifications and 

abilities with standards? 
A. No, we did not apply any specific security standard. 

 

B. Our reference for implementing security was NXP standards. But we make the 

methods by ourselves in projects. We have acted based on NXP standards but with 

ourselves methods and aspects. So we do not have any examination to test the 

correspondence and none of our customers asked for it. We believe that for the 

customers it is beyond their duty; however it is the duty of the inspection auditor 

system.   

 

C. We use different encryption algorithms in our projects but the types of them are 

confidential and secret.  
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D.  We use following tests to check the suitability and correspondence of the 

implemented projects with standards: AEN, PLCM and SKU.  

 

E. No, not a special standard was used. 

 

F. No, all was exclusive and we defined it by ourselves.  And if we use encryption 

algorithms then we have smart cards. Benefiting from encryption is not justifiable in 

passive tags.  

 

G. Because of mentioned reasons like being a new technology and RFID restrictions 

like being a luxury technology and its price, also the projects we implemented were 

in their exclusive locations so there were not a need for specific security.  

  

10) Did your organization's customers or employers request a minimum level of security 

in RFID projects that you consulted or implemented specialty for those involved with 

supply chain? If affirmative which features were more critical and important to 

them, and what is the minimum level of security required for those features? 
A. Yes, their most concern was on physical security that could be applied on RFID 

transactions. 90% of their request was based on physical security.  

RFID will bring security with itself and it is because of being an anonymous and 

strange technology, when there is not adequate information around it and its 

vulnerabilities or weak points are not so familiar and obvious so the probability of 

intruding is less. 

 

B. No, we do the design of security for our customers. It depends on the type of 

project and applications and sometimes it is in accordance with foreign criterions 

like what we implemented for electronic parking cards. 

 

C. Usually No. They do not ask for security in their RFID projects. 

 

D. Yes, It was from the first expectations. In different projects, security level is 

different. In some Logistic and strategic places like ports, a high level of security is 

required and considered.  

 

E. Yes, One of them who were the oil contractor asked for an upper-medium class of 

security. In the case of reading the tag, no information based subject could be leaked 

and transferred to the reader. 

 

F. It depends on the application and the type of the project and the user. There were 

three categories:  

In the first group for some the security was not important. 
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In tracking and identifying the cars, security is not very important and just we should 

be able to read the tags always, but counterfeiting is important.  

The second group requires a minimum level of security that the tag should be read 

when the commodity is taken; it is applied in gold and jewelry section. Here 

confidence from the tag being read is the most important factor.  

The third group expects that RFID shall prevent from robbery or illegal exits for 

example in supermarkets. In this field, RFID is not applicable because here the user 

or the thief does not want that the tag be read; when there is no cooperation by the 

user then the RFID is useless.  

But in supply chain steps like production, warehousing and distribution, RFID is 

useful and could be helpful because in such a case the operator wants that the tag be 

read. 

 

G. Yes, They asked the level of security from us to prevent duplication. We provide 

our devices and equipments from our specific selected foreign partners which they 

consider standards so we are confident from their solutions. Finally we try to select 

proper and secure devices besides buying from accredited sources.     

11)   How much is your belief or your company's or your organization's decision 

makers' believes on the necessity or obligation of considering RFID security points? 

Does it have any specific position in your organization's policy? 
A. Yes, we obliged that tags should be locked in order to prevent counterfeiting and 

checking and getting confident form the originality of tags.  

For example we can use high quality glue for sticking the tags, or colored tags, or 

adding controlling personnel or the controlled entrances and exit doors to increase 

the security level.  

 

B. Yes, it is one of our R&D department's tasks. They have a special duty in 

designing and developing the RFID security for our customers. 

 

C. Different layers in OSI model have different types of security. Physical layer in 

OSI model has the lowest level of security and we think that as much as close to 

application layer or database layer or data link layer and network layer security is 

more important.  

Yes, we consider security on our RFID systems from application layer in a top-down 

method; on the other hand we implement security from application layer towards 

lower layers.  

 

D. Yes, of course. From the most important factors is considering and implementing 

the required level of security.   
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E. Yes, we would not propose the system to the customer before being confident of 

installed or defined minimum level of security. 

 

F. Generally yes, it is not restricted to RFID projects. In RFID implementations 

according to the application, security features would be applied. 

 

G. Yes of course, customer satisfaction is in our policy and the first thing that brings 

satisfaction is his/her system is security.  

We focus on issues like counterfeiting and duplication to provide a secure system for 

our customer. 

 

12) According to your experience, specialty and market share of RFID, what is the first 

and most important obstacle or restriction against hackers or intruders?  And by 

what means you implemented this restriction in your projects? 
A. Well organized structure of standards in order to make the RFID systems 

unavailable for unauthorized access would be the biggest obstacle for hackers and 

intruders. 

 

B. A wide gap between the knowledge in Iran and the technology of RFID globally. 

It needs a long time, energy and knowledge for the hackers to be up to date for 

hacking so it is not economic. Simultaneously on the other side, RFID developers 

consider very high level of security in their RFID products. RFID is an expensive 

technology and knowledge and we trust to the developers. 

 

C. Most of the intrusions and hackings would happen from the inside of the 

organization. So in such a case the intruder has access to database and applications, 

so we think, the first and most important step to prevent hacking and creating 

obstacle for intruders is to secure applications and databases used in RFID. 

 

D. Controlling the database software. No information shall be on the tags. Also the 

access level shall be considered.   

 

E. In Social engineering, we try to remove or decrease their stimulus for intrusions 

by restricting the level of application. On the tag, authorization is meaningful, and if 

not authorized the information would not be transferred to database by the reader 

and the mentioned tag would sent to blacklist and ACL (access control list). In 

passive tags authentication is meaningless, but in active tags with more memory, 

some special authentication mechanisms could be installed.   

 

F. One section is protecting data of the system which is softwares and database 

security. In one case we gave a hardware lock besides the software to the customer, 

there the goal was duplication prevention.  
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G. Intrusion has two steps. Most security incidents which happen in RFID is 

breaking through the security of infrastructures and the connection between database 

and reader. It is easier for hackers to intrude through the backbone network. 

The other part is security of tag scanning and connections exist between reader and 

the tag which here we did not hear any incident or security hole. 

We have specific security solutions for both sides of RFID connections, software 

based and hardware based also for wired and wireless environments. For example 

for wireless networks like RFID, we consider authentication and encryption and 

apply standards to provide security on the highest level.    

     

13) Does security implementation in RFID software based transactions in your projects; 

follow any specific model or method in your projects? 
A. No, when developing softwares they were standardized in order to provide more 

security in the software level. 

  

B. Yes, we use Synchronous and Asynchronous Encryption standards.  

 

C.  No, there is no specific method. But we use recommendations locatable in this 

field and the volume of security designed or implemented is completely related to 

the type of RFID project we implement.  

 

D. Security of all softwares used which refers back to centralized administration. 

 

E. No, we did not use a specific model  

 

F. No, There is a variety of applications so we can not consider a specific model. But 

we consider software security or physical security on the tag or in some cases 

counterfeiting shows its importance and unique ID is required and here a special 

hardware shall be used which has no counterfeiting ability. 

 

G. Yes, we use up-to-dated standards. We upgrade the systems we delivered to our 

customers, according to SLA (service level agreement). In some cases we deliver the 

updated firm wares or patches to the specialist in the side of customer and in some 

cases we do it by ourselves because of lack of specialist or appropriate knowledge.  

Yes, we use specific models in some critical and governmental cases according to 

their needs and confidentiality and data importance. In some cases we designed the 

proper secure systems with our qualified team.         

14) How you prevent counterfeiting and tampering the data reserved or stored in RFID 

tags?  
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A. By defining password for Reserve memory and locking the mentioned memory 

by the corresponding password.  

 

B. The initial security layer from NXP or Philips is considered and breaking through 

this level of security has the probability of 1: 9000000000 which bring a high level 

of security. Then over this probability we implement our own algorithms. 

 

C. We get confident that the tags could not be duplicated.  

Also we Hash the ID of the tag by the encryption methods then we put it in the tag 

memory. Then the attack or intrusion would be detected. 

 

D. There is no information on tags to be counterfeited.  

 

E. We do not consider a specific mechanism. We know that Tampering could 

happen on EPC and not on TID, and some tags have password mechanisms to 

prevent unauthorized access.  

 

F. One part is selecting suitable hardware (reader and tag), on part is the type of 

storing the information and the system shall have self checks. Another part is 

designing or considering security preparations or arrangements for database and 

software.  

The specifications that persuade us to select the tag are: anti counterfeiting, in 

existence of duplication ability, solidity and stability of the tag.  

 

G. Currently we have no method and just trust to our partners who we provide our 

devices from.     

15) Among coming security axles, which of them do you think, is the most important one 

and gets the highest priority in implementation? Please give them a number in order 

to show the priority.  
A. 1-Authentication, 2-physical security, 3-anti counterfeiting the identity or users 

information, 4- Non repudiation of the sender and receiver of the messages, 5-access 

right, 6- Access level , 7- Integrity of transmitted information, 8- confidentiality, 9- 

Prevention of stealing information by fake websites or  phishing.  

 

B. 1- Confidentiality, 2- Prevention of stealing information by fake websites or  

phishing, 3- anti counterfeiting the identity or users information, 4- Access level, 5- 

access right, 6- Authentication, 7- physical security, 8- Integrity of transmitted 

information, 9- Non repudiation of the sender and receiver of the messages 

 

C. 1- Access level, 2- Access right, 3- Authentication, 4- Non repudiation of the 

sender and receiver of the messages, 5- confidentiality, 6- Integrity of transmitted 
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information, 7- anti counterfeiting the identity or users information, 8- physical 

security, 9- Prevention of stealing information by fake websites or  phishing 

  

D. 1- confidentiality, 2- Prevention of stealing information by fake websites or 

phishing, 3- Integrity of transmitted information, 4- Authentication, 5- Access level, 

6- Access right, 7- physical security. For the axle of non repudiation, the level of 

priority is different and case by case it differs.  

 

E. 1- Integrity of transmitted information, 2- Access right, 3- Prevention of stealing 

information by fake websites or phishing, other axles are more about active tags and 

not passive tags.  

 

F. 1- Access right, 2- Access level, 3- anti counterfeiting the identity or users 

information, 4- confidentiality, 5- Authentication, 6- physical security, 7- Prevention 

of stealing information by fake websites or phishing, 8- Non repudiation of the 

sender and receiver of the messages, 9- Integrity of transmitted information .  Also 

we can add the concept of customization the tag and reader so the connection would 

be enough secure which nobody except the authorized can read the tags. So the 

possibility of reading just by the authorized readers could be one of axles.  

 

G. 1- Authentication, 2- physical security, 3- Prevention of stealing information by 

fake websites or phishing, 4- anti counterfeiting the identity or users information, 5- 

Access right, 6- confidentiality, 7- Non repudiation of the sender and receiver of the 

messages, 8- Integrity of transmitted information, 9- Access level 

 

 

16) How is observing security in your RFID projects according to your customers' 

aspects? How did it influence your market share? 
A. According to their opinion our dependency and commitment or sensitivity to 

physical security is the most important item and it has effected on our market share 

so much.  

 

B. They cannot compare, because they have no measure or ruler to use in 

experimentation, so the just thing they do, is trust. 

 

C. Our customers do not know much about security, and it is not their concern. They 

are more concentrated on Physical layer. They ask for specific security protocols or 

algorithms for physical layer. But by our opinion this layer has the least value in 

implementing security and we know that all around the world there are fixed and 

unchangeable standards for physical security.  
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D. If not adequate security level exist there, then you will lose your customers' trust 

and then the market share. 

 

E. In Oil project they focused on our background and familiarity with the technology 

so trusted us. But in other projects (Railway- IKCO- one automotive spare part 

producer) our customers did not asked for security.  

 

F. I am not in business or executive departments so I have not enough information to 

answer this question.  

 

G. RFID is a new technology, and the customers' knowledge is so low. 90% of them 

do not think that RFID needs security. In many projects according to type of data 

they have, we offer the security level to them. Now the most security concerns on 

RFID networks are focused on infrastructure's security.  

Yes of course considering security issues in proposal has a direct effect on the total 

price of the project. 

 

 

  

17)  According to your experience, what are RFID vulnerabilities or weak points when 

considering security aspect? Did you propose any solution to your employee or 

customers to remove them? Please name the projects these solutions were applied 

there.  
A. RFID vulnerabilities is not related to it but related to electromagnetic waves which 

RFID follow from, and this all refers back to the technology that RFID use.  

Also in economical discussions, price is the most important item and is counted as 

the weak point of RFID.  

 

B.  We did not propose any solution. And the biggest weakness is that we are 

completely dependent to the owners of technology.   

 

C. Duplication the tags, weak softwares for middleware or weak softwares for 

managing readers, or weak softwares for applications. Also the physical weak point 

for RFID tags could be the ability of reading tags by available readers in market.  

 

D. Totally I think that there is no security weak point in RFID. There are enough 

security levels for smart cards and in RFID there is no specific information on tags to 

be threatened or counterfeited. In applications which work offline and the 

information is written on the tags itself, and where there is no access to network 

infrastructure, by using a reader with the same frequency band, the security of 

information could be threatened. 
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E. We did not perform any risk assessment on the potential threats. And we think it is 

dependent on the field that RFID is implemented. For example we gave a proposal to 

Post office which needed risk assessment but despite of positive points the proposal 

had, they rejected it because of expenses and the price of project.  

 

F. Counterfeiting, repositioning in physical security and it is completely solution 

based, tampering the content of the RFID tag, low reliability and non confident of 

reading all tags by the reader.  

 

G. Using RFID in metal environments like aluminum, its range is limited and low; 

maximum has 250 M range with active tags.  

Not being confident of reading all the tags by the reader also its high price in Iran.  
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Chapter 6 – Data Analysis  
 

In the previous chapter, empirical data gathered from seven in-depth interviews were 

presented. There questions were designed according to research questions and to satisfy 

concepts expressed in them. Pattern drawn in frame of reference would be a reference for 

realities observed in the answers to be compared with. 

  

 

In this chapter data gathered from replies to questions would be analyzed in four procedures 

or steps: first a summarization of the whole answers and the theories that could be extracted 

would be presented as the first table. Then within case analysis shows a comparison between 

the theories for each case and what the pattern gives in the frame of reference in two parts, 

one for comparing with benefits gained for supply chains when RFID implemented and what 

cases said about RFID and supply chain, the second part would cover the security concerns 

distinguished in frame of reference and in a comparison with the worries or issues pointed by 

specialists in cases. Third step - cross case analysis- would compare the findings between 

cases through 17 tables for each question, and at the end a total analysis would be given 

which would be helpful in concluding.  

   

  
6.1. Summarization of the whole answers and finding corresponding 

theories:  

 

Case A: Data net Co. - Mr. Kiani – Managing director 

Case B: Tarashe Pardaz Pouya Co. (Tapco) – Mr. Baratpour – Sales Manager 

Case C: Tolue Co. – Mr. Ebrahimian- Managing director 

Case D: Magfa Co. (Markaze Gostareshe Fannavari Ettellaat) – Mrs. Azarian – 

Vice President of design and develop Dep. and chief of RFID section.  

Case E: ACECR (Sharif University of Technology Branch of Academic Center 

for Education, Culture and Research.) – Mr. Ataaeeyan- MA of RFID Dep. 

Case F: Kavosh Kaam Co. – Mr. Najafi – Technical manager and MA in R&D 

Case G: Shabake Afzaar Co. – Mr. Fereydooni – Data acquisition systems Sales 

administrator. 
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                           Table 6-1- summarization of theories in cases 

 

      Cases 

        

Theories 

Case A Case B Case 

C 

Case D Case E Case F Case G 

 

 Supply 

chain   

familiarity        

Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Dependenc

y of 

projects to 

supply 

chains 

High High High High 
Mediu

m 
low High 

Effectiven

ess of 

RFID in 

supply 

chain 

completel

y 

completel

y 
partia

lly 
completel

y  
partially partially partially 

RFID 

provides 

benefits 

for supply 

chain 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Existence 

of RFID 

security 

experience  

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

volume 

and 

number of 

RFID 

projects 

and area 

covered  

15-20 

projects  

area 

covered: 

30Mx70

M 

Or 

40x60M 

5 projects 

One all  

around of 

Iran and 4 

other 

provinces 

Proje

cts 

with a 

range 

of 

300 

M 

Imam 

Harbor 

 one 

project 

1300x2

00 

M  

Two 

stations  

3KM 

range 

6 projects 

passenger 

terminal, 

Railway 

station, 

Imam 

harbor, 

Library, 

Railway 

station , 

Gas 

export 

company  

3 

waterfront

s, Iran Air 

all 

aircrafts , 

Automoti

ve spare 

part 

producer 

factory  

 

What is 

called 

security 

for 

wireless 

Physical 

security 

also 

software 

Coding 

and 

encryption 

security 

Secur

ity 

again

st 

Frequenc

y security 

also 

software 

Security 

against 

intrusio

n 

radio 

connectio

n security 

& 

Coding 

and 

frequency 

security 
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generally 

and RFID 

especially 

networks?  

  

and 

database 

security 

intrus

ion 

and 

database 

security 

protectio

n against 

counterfe

iting and 

originalit

y 

     Cases  

 

     

Theories 

Case A Case B Case 

C 

Case D Case E Case F Case G 

 

Existence 

of security 

features in 

projects 

 

 
Yes 

 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Existence 

of security 

standards 
No Yes  No Yes No NO NO 

Minimum 

level of 

security 

requested 

by 

customers  

Yes No No Yes Yes 

Three 

groups 

exists, 

depends 

to the 

type of 

projects 

Yes 

Necessity 

of 

considerin

g security 

in the 

organizatio

n's policy 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Existence 

of 

obstacles 

or 

restrictions 

against 

hackers 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Existence 

of any 

defined 

security 

model or 

method  

No Yes No Yes No No Yes 

Any 

solution 

for  

counterfeit

Yes Yes Yes No No No No 
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ing and 

tampering 

prevention 

     Cases  

 

     

Theories 

Case A Case B Case 

C 

Case D Case E Case F Case G 

security 

axle with 

highest 

priority in 

implement

ation 

Authentic

ation 
Confidenti

ality 

Acces

s 

level 

confidenti

ality 

Integrit

y of 

transmit

ted 

informa

tion 

Access 

right 
Authentic

ation 

Dose 

RFID 

security 

influence 

market 

share?  

Yes Partially 
Partia

lly 
Yes Yes 

Not 

specified  
Yes 

Recognize

d RFID 

technical 

vulnerabili

ties or 

weak 

points?  

No No Yes No 

We did 

not 

perform 

any risk 

assessm

ent for  

recogni

zing 

them 

Yes Yes 

  
 

6.2. Within case analysis  

 
The within case analysis which comes in the following, shows the comparison of each case 

with the issues and concerns presented in frame of reference as the benefits of RFID in 

supply chain & RFID security features and concerns. The table shows the supporting or not 

supporting role of RFID by the interviewees' opinions to give a comparison between theories 

propounded in cases and major benefits named in the frame of reference. Here the analysis is 

based on the relation the interviewee's opinion has with the finding in frame of reference.  

 
Case one:  

According to Mr.Kiani the most important benefit that RFID brings to supply chains is no 

need for being in sight, or on the other hand LOS is not needed in RFID when being used 

in supply chains, where barcodes -the older generation of RFID - work just in LOS positions.  

RFID is more stable in comparison with barcodes. This benefit was not mentioned in foreign 

researches and in literature review. So here we can conclude that in Iran the specialists 

consider another benefit for RFID. Also because of no need in LOS, then we can use 

powerful readers.  
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Also he mentioned that the most important security concern for those apply RFID in their 

supply chains, is physical security, which is not observed very well in places RFID 

implemented. But when software of RFID is being considered we can say it is completely 

secure. He believes that anywhere that data security of tag is important or data is reserved or 

stored on tag then physical security is much more important. The next step is providing 

access password for RFID tags on the hand providing access right.  

 

Case two:  

Mr. Baratpour thinks that RFID has the most applicability in automotive industries. For 

example in remote starters or remote lockers, immobilizers RFID is used.  

According to Mr. Baratpour interactive information or information sharing that is being 

transferred by RFID technology is the most important benefit that supply chain can gain from 

RFID. 

 Observing security in RFID is on coding or encryption and using, supplied by strict, rigid 

and up-to-date standards. He thinks that importance of considering and implementing security 

in RFID project is so high.  

They do security levels or on the other hand Access level as the security feature or axle they 

consider for their projects. They use mandatory standards link NXP for implementing secure 

RFID networks.  

 

Case three:  

Mr. Ebrahimian considers after sales service as a requirement for any supply chain.  

In their RFID projects involved with supply chain, volume of commodity and inventory was 

the main point purposed.  

Tracking, identification and automation were the applications of RFID in their supply 

chain projects. He believes that the most important factor in implementing RFID in projects 

is ROI or return of invest. Also he thinks that the ability of being anti counterfeiting of 

RFID tags is the most benefit of RFID for supply chains. 

They provide security for their RFID projects in the application and database layer. 

They call a wireless or RFID network secure, when it is protected against intrusion by 

prevention or even a detection system. 

They use encryption and database security for their projects.  

 

Case four:    

Mrs. Azarian believes that logistic in supply chain could be benefitted from RFID in order to 

check the expiration dates. Also automotive companies which have many suppliers could be 

benefitted from RFID in order to manage pallets.  

She thinks that RFID provide improved procedure management and more control and 

inspection for any supply chain.  

Other benefits come with RFID for supply chains are:  decreasing costs and increasing 

income, tracking and tracing the commodities.  

For securing RFID transactions she proposed to use a specific frequency or frequency 

security adjacent with secure database and softwares.  

Accuracy and validity were the security features she pointed that. 

She mentioned access level as a security axle to stop hackers from fraudulent actions and 

vandalism. Mrs. Azarian offered centralized administration to provide software security.  

 

Case five:  
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Mr. Ataaeeyan said that RFID could provide tracking capability for supply chains. He thinks 

that for the following industries RFID could be useful: Oil and Gas industries, automotive 

industries, chain stores. Also for inventory management it could be useful.  

According to Mr. Ataaeeyan optimizing the performance and asset management and 

controlling the position of commodities with a very rapid tracking in communication 

between tag and reader, also quick auditing are benefits of RFID in supply chains.  

He believes that duplication and cloning are security threats against RFID implementations.  

He also pointed to encrypted data that could be stored in tags. 

For providing more security he proposed that in social engineering decreasing the stimuli of 

attacking and intrusion could be helpful and on the tag, considering Authentication, 

Authorization and ACL or access control list (Access right) and password mechanisms 

could provide more secure level for using RFID.  

 

Case six: 

Mr. Najafi mentioned that inventory is the place that RFID could be useful for supply chain.  

He thinks that RFID provides increase speed, accuracy, tracking and precision for supply 

chains. Also information like time of production, location, originality and the path of 

distribution could be stored on RFID tags and improve production and delivery 

management of any supply chain.  

Counterfeiting the ID and originality of the tag or the information stored in the tag, also radio 

frequency security is important when the tag is a career and not just an ID.  

Not being detectable, and not being readable, using random numbers between tag and 

reader, setting password on the memory or using kill command and locking the tag are the 

solutions that Mr. Najafi offered in order to provide more security for RFID tags.  

He mentioned that software and database security or physical security could be helpful to 

prevent from counterfeiting and intrusion. He said that duplication could be prevented by a 

special hardware lock. 

 

Case Seven:  

According to Mr. Fereydooni, tracking the commodity and just in time controlling, time 

saving, increasing the coefficient of data accuracy also online and up –to-date data, database 

access, preventing or decreasing the human error, making the systems paperless and 

automation are the main benefits each supply chain can gain from implementing RFID.  

Also he mentioned that they did not use specific category of security features in their 

implemented exclusive RFID projects. 

But Counterfeiting and duplication are issues that the company Mr. Fereydooni works for, 

consider to provide secure systems but have no specific solution so trust to the providers and 

producers of RFID devices they buy from. Authentication and encryption and applying 

standards to provide security on the highest level are the security solutions they provide for 

their RFID projects.  

 

 6.3. Cross Case analysis  

 
Now in the following, theories concluded from summarization of interviews would be 

discussed in detail to show the perceptions of interviewees and solutions they proposed to 

implement each theory.  
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     Table 6-2:  Explanation of coding:  

 

√ 
Support the theory  

 

X 
Does not support the theory 

 

P 
Partially support the theory 

 

N No specific response or no measurement 

 

Table 6-3:  Perception and familiarity with supply chain  

 

                      Cases  

Perceptions      
A B C D E F G 

Fleet and services and 

processes                      
√ Х Х Х Х Х P 

Delivery of the product  P Х Х √ Х √ Х 

Set of producers, 

distributers and 

consumers  
Х √ Х Х Х √ P 

Contain support and 

after sale services 
Х Х √ Х Х Х P 

Production of raw 

material up to finished 

product  
Х Х Х √ Х √ Х 

Set of procedures which 

create value  
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Loop of commodity 

from producers to 

consumers 
Х Х √ P Х √ P 

supply forces which 

produce or offer 

services 
P P √ P Х P √ 

 

Analysis of the table 6-3:  

We see that two of respondents voted for delivery of the product as a concept for supply 

chain perception.  

Two of them voted for loop of commodity from producers to consumers and at last two of 

them voted for supply forces which produce or offer services.  

Here these three factors or perceptions have more weighs.  
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Table 6-4.:  Effectiveness of RFID in supply chain  

 

         Cases  

Factors  
A B C D E F G 

From 

producing of 

raw material 

up to delivery 

√ N Х Х Х Х Х 

ROI factor  Х N √ Х √ Х Х 
Improving 

inspection 

systems 
Х N Х √ Х Х Х 

Helpful in 

industries with 

multiple 

suppliers 

Х N Х √ Х Х Х 

Facility which 

increases 

speed, 

accuracy and 

precision 

Х N Х Х Х √ Х 

Tracking the 

commodity 
Х N Х Х Х Х √ 

Connection 

between 

database and 

commodity 

Х N Х Х Х Х √ 

 

Analysis of table 6-4: 

Here we see that the most important factor or theory that is voted by two of respondents is 

ROI, which shows the worry of RFID executives for the investments they do, or their 

employer does. If there be not enough confidence from returning the costs expensed, then 

pacing through RFID fields would be slower and slower or even stopped.  

 

Table 6-5: Fields or Domains of RFID used in supply chains 

 

         Cases 

Fields 
A B C D E F G 

Automotive 

industry  
√ √ Х √ √ Х Х 

Transportation Х Х √ Х  Х Х 

Oil and Gas 

industries 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Retailers of 

chained stores 
Х Х Х Х √ Х √ 

Inventory  Х Х Х Х √ Х √ 
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Tracking  Х Х Х Х √ √ √ 

Logistic Х Х Х √ √ Х Х 

 

 

 

Analysis of table 6-5:  

This table shows that most of the respondents agreed on the field of RFID usage which is 

automotive industries. These industries have the potentiality of being the biggest and hugest 

users of RFID. The next step belongs to tracking which could be one the major purposes that 

RFID was created. Tracking can be vulnerable by security threats; on the other hand tracking 

has the potentiality to be abused in order to threaten the privacy of the holder of tags.  

 

Table 6-6: Benefits of RFID technology in supply chains 

 

              Cases  

Benefits 
A B C D E F G 

No need for 

LOS 
√ Х Х Х Х Х Х 

Interactive 

information 

(information 

sharing) 

Х √ Х Х Х Х Х 

Anti 

counterfeiting 
Х Х √ Х Х Х Х 

24 hour control 

and inspection 
Х Х Х √ √ Х Х 

Procedure 

management 
Х Х Х √ Х Х Х 

Tracking Х Х Х √ √ √ Х 

Decrease 

expenses and 

increase 

income 

Х Х Х √ Х Х Х 

Optimizing 

performance 

and increasing 

speed precision 

and accuracy 

√ Х Х Х √ √ √ 

Optimizing 

asset 

management 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Auditing 

possibility 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Increase 

visibility 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Info about the 

commodity like 

time of 

production, 

originality, 

path of 

Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 
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distribution  

Decrease 

human error 
Х Х Х Х Х Х √ 

Database 

access 
Х Х Х Х Х Х √ 

Automation 

with a 

paperless 

system 

Х Х Х Х Х Х √ 

        

 

                                                         Cont. of table 6-6 

 

 Analysis of table 6-6:  

 According to table 6-6 it could be easily seen that four of respondents selected the 

Optimizing performance and increasing speed, precision and accuracy benefit as the most 

important benefit each supply chain can gain from implementing RFID. Every increase in 

speed, precision and accuracy happen when referring back to RFID, intelligently conclusion 

appears for every RFID user or executive.  

Another benefit which won three votes was tracking. Giving the ability to track or trace any 

commodity, from a small box or even a garment which is equipped with RFID up to 

containers or vessels, gives more power to the supply chain owner(s) in obtaining more 

control and inspection on the products. It happens despite of threatening the privacy of the 

user or security of the information, but tracking is really helpful to find lost assets or the 

volume of commodities in every inventory armed with RFID.     

 

 Table 6-7: Perception of RFID security 

 

              Cases  

perceptions 
A B C D E F G 

Physical security √ Х √ Х Х √ Х 

Encryption  Х √ √ Х √ √ Х 

Protection 

against intrusion 

(IDS & IPS)  
Х Х √ Х Х Х Х 

Frequency 

security 
Х Х Х √ Х √ √ 

Software and 

database security 
√ Х √ √ √ Х Х 

Protection 

against 

counterfeiting 
Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Access right √ Х Х Х Х  Х 

Tags not be 

detectable or 

readable 
Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Originality  √ Х Х Х Х Х Х 

Ability of Х Х Х Х Х Х √ 
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reading all of the 

tags by reader 

  

 

 

Analysis of table 6-7:  

In this table the researcher found that most of the respondents are unanimous on encryption 

as the concept to define a secure RFID which means that they think any RFID system which 

tries to code its transactions by some defined algorithms like encryption algorithms, they it is 

said that system is secure and trustable.  

The other perception which has the same weight as encryption- with four votes out of 7 

respondents- is keeping safe and secure, the software and database which the RFID system 

uses.   

The third rank belongs to physical security and frequency security as the other important 

perceptions of security. This means that after equipping softwares and databases RFID uses, 

by implementing restricted access or authenticating those logging to them or checking the 

authority of anyone tries to access different levels of softwares or databases or any other 

security mechanisms, we can satisfy the most population of RFID specialists in providing 

security. Also same concluding can happen when the transaction between tag and reader and 

between reader and servers or databases is encrypted in order to provide more security.  

Here to provide higher levels of security for servers and databases we can arm them with 

intrusion prevention or at least detection mechanisms which one of the respondents pointed 

that. 

   

Table 6-8: Obstacle or restriction against hackers and intruders 

 

              Cases  

obstacles 
A B C D E F G 

Organized 

standards 
√ Х Х Х Х Х √ 

Gap of 

knowledge 
Х √ Х Х Х Х Х 

High level 

security of 

RFID products 
Х √ Х Х Х Х Х 

Securing 

applications 

and databases 
Х Х √ √ Х √ √ 

Decreasing the 

stimulus 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Authorization Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

ACL Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Authentication 

and encryption 
Х Х Х Х √ Х √ 

Hardware lock Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

 

 Analysis of table 6-8:  

Here again we see that most of the respondents agreed on securing the applications that RFID 

uses and databases RFID stores its data, are the major obstacles against intrusion or hacking, 
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and the next restriction for hackers is authentication and encryption which can be performed 

on any data transfer. That happens during connecting the tag with its reader. On the other 

hand when the tag tries to connect with its reader, if the transactions be encrypted then it 

would not be easy for hackers to hack the systems or intruders to intrude.  

 

Table 6-9: Solution for preventing counterfeiting and tampering  

 

         Cases  

Solutions 
A B C D E F G 

Define 

password 
√ Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Locking the 

memory 
√ Х Х Х Х Х Х 

Applying 

security 

standards 
Х √ Х Х Х Х Х 

Encryption 

methods 
Х Х √ Х Х Х Х 

Suitable and 

secure 

hardware 
Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Self checks Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Database and 

software 

security 
Х Х Х √ Х √ Х 

Solidity and 

stability of the 

tag 
Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Embedded 

security on tags 

by producers  
Х Х Х Х Х Х √ 

 

Analysis of table 6-9:  

Counterfeiting and tampering are two common vulnerabilities of RFID. Here in this table any 

solution which is pointed twice against counterfeiting and tampering is database and software 

security and defining password in order to authenticate through the reader and tag connection 

or between the reader and backbone network which contains databases and softwares.   

All other solutions had won just one vote each by different respondents, which means they 

are not unanimous on any of solutions expect of defining passwords and software security.  

 

 

Table 6-10: RFID technical vulnerabilities and weak points  

 

                     Cases  

vulnerabilities 
A B C D E F G 

Electromagnetic 

waves 
√ Х Х Х Х Х Х 

Dependent to the Х √ Х Х Х Х Х 
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RFID producers 

Duplication the tags Х Х √ Х Х Х Х 

Weak softwares or 

middle wares 
Х Х √ √ Х Х Х 

Frequency security 

weak points 
Х Х Х √ Х Х √ 

No measurement or 

risk assessment 
Х Х Х Х √ Х Х 

Counterfeiting Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Tampering Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Low reliability  Х Х Х Х Х √ Х 

Not confident of 

reading all tags by 

readers 
Х Х Х Х Х √ √ 

 

                                                          Cont. of Table 6-10 

 

Analysis of table 6-10:  

Here in this table each respondent enumerate a different vulnerability or weak point for RFID 

implementation. Just two of them agreed on same and common weak point, the first one is 

weak software or middle ware and the other one is frequency security weak points. Weakness 

which is related to frequency refers back to the physics of RFID and electromagnetic waves 

characteristics. It could be cured by some physical remedies like modifying the frequency or 

the power emitting signals or some other ways. It is not very related to software based and 

technical security solutions.  

But for the first weak point that we see more votes for, is again about software and middle 

ware weaknesses. Here by some technical solutions like providing more secure softwares or 

more powerful middle wares we can do trouble shoot. This type of problems can be dealt by 

varied solutions related to situation and environment that the software is providing services. 

But there is another concern which the respondents enumerate as vulnerability of RFID. And 

it is the likelihood of not reading all tags when they are being scanned by readers. On the 

other hand there is a possibility for readers which they accidentally do not read all the tags 

which are passing through them. And it could really create a security concern. The 

respondents did not propose any specific solution to remove this vulnerability.  
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Chapter 7 – Findings, Conclusions, Implications and Further 

research 

 
According to analysis conducted in chapter 6 – previous chapter- in the current chapter 

conclusions and implication for managers would be stated and be followed with further 

research suggestions that could be helpful for those who want to go further beyond the 

borders of this thesis.  

 

7.1. Findings and conclusions on each research questions  

 
In this section findings and conclusions according to research questions, literature review, 

interviews, answers of respondents and analysis which was described in previous chapter 

would be given.  

 

RQ.1: What security concerns and vulnerabilities does RFID bring about when 

implemented? 

   

According to table 6-1 in chapter 6, each manager had his/her own perception of RFID 

security, and would look to RFID security from a different aspect. According to interviews 

the author organized and performed, it was revealed that their perceptions refer back to their 

experiences and projects they implemented or were consultant in RFID fields especially those 

involved and related by some how to one or more supply chains.  

All the interviewees had common idea about the obligation and existence of security features 

in their projects and the necessity of considering security for RFID projects in their 

organization's policy.  

Also all of them were unanimous in the existence of obstacles or restrictions against hackers in 

their designs, implementations or consultancies.  
Now three types of security concerns rise when RFID becomes an enabler or facility in 

industrial projects:  

1. When RFID customers or employers of RFID projects do not have required 

recognition or adequate knowledge about RFID technology, they would not feel any 

necessity to follow or adhere from a security method or a specific security model or 

even consider and observe standards. This would drive out RFID market in Iran from 

a competitive environment.  

On the other hand because of information weakness, RFID customers or contractors 

would not be able to recognize varied and competent executives in RFID fields. 

Consequently the prices of implementing RFID projects would not be competitive. 

This was one of the major reasons against RFID development and spread.  

  

2. Inexistence of security standards, methods or models which should be adhered in 

implementing RFID projects.  

3. Contractors of RFID projects trust to foreign products and devices manufactured out 

of Iran. In some cases considered security levels by the producers would satisfy the 

Iranian specialists or users which could conclude following lateral problems:  
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A)  None adequate familiarity and domination of executives of RFID on points, 

standards and security features needed for implementing projects. 

 

B) Inability of RFID executives for customization and local implementations of 

projects and making compatible and consistent RFID based products with 

environmental, financial and technical circumstances exist in local projects.  

 

C) Malware existence possibility (like stocks net), intentionally or advertently, in 

RFID products or the possibility of existence of systematic or technical weak points 

inside the imported products.    

 

RQ.2 what are the benefits gained when facilitate the supply chain with RFID?  

 

According to anticipated benefits named in literature review following groups are considered 

more useful or costumed in supply chains:  

  

► Inventory management  

► Visibility  

► Decreasing cost  

► Management of orders  
► Anti Counterfeiting identification and increasing data accuracy  

► Improved information sharing and culture of knowledge sharing  

► Customer and after sale services  

► Tracking, tracing and monitoring  

► Asset management  

► Decreasing Human Error 

► No need for LOS (line of sight) 

► Rapid communication between tag and reader and time savings  

► Maintaining and managing productivity with better business processes 

► Better positioning products on shelves 

► Reduced Shrinkage   

► Space utilization 

 

But when compare with benefits enumerated in interviews performed, it could be easily seen 

that some are common and some are different and not all benefits anticipated in literature 

review, was mentioned by executives or experts of RFID in Iran and vice versa. Also it is 

obvious that some other benefits were more important to Iranian specialists than what 

mentioned in literature review.  

The interviewees the researcher talked with expressed following benefits for supply chains 

when armed with RFID: 

 

 No need for LOS 

 Interactive information (information sharing  (  

 Anti counterfeiting 

 42 Hour control and inspection 

 Procedure management 

 Tracking 

 Decrease expenses and increase income 

 Optimizing performance and increasing speed precision and accuracy 

 Optimizing asset management 
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 Auditing possibility (inventory management) 

 Increase visibility 

 Info about the commodity like time of production, originality, path of distribution  

 Decrease human error 

 Database access 

 Automation with a paperless system 

 

And in comparison these two groups with each other we can conclude the following result 

which shows the different items which literature review support and interviewees' perceptions 

do not support and vices versa.  

 

Literature review supports and the output of interviewees' perceptions does not support: 

► Management of orders  
► Customer and after sale services  

► Maintaining and managing productivity with better business processes 

► Better positioning products on shelves 

► Reduced Shrinkage   

► Space utilization 

 

Interviewee's perceptions support and the output of literature review or conceptualization 

does not support: 

 42 Hour control and inspection 

 Procedure management 

 Info about the commodity like time of production, originality, path of distribution  

 

In the analysis of 24 hour control and inspection factor, it has two votes. Two of respondents 

selected it as the major benefit which each supply chain can gain from RFID but it was not 

mentioned in literature review. In literature review there is a factor "Maintaining and 

managing productivity with better business processes" as a benefit supply chain can gain. Here 

seems that when better business processes happen in supply chain by RFID and productivity is 

managed and maintained then we can conclude that procedures of supply chain would be better 

and easier managed which covers the benefit mentioned by one of respondents as the "Procedure 

management". Procedures contain processes and when business processes done better it is 

obvious that productivity would be affected in the way of improvement. Also better procedure 

management can cause better productivity management. So here it could be easily seen that these 

two factors are related to each other and fluctuation in each of them cause modification to the 

other one.   

The third factor that one of respondents pointed out as the benefit of applying RFID in supply 

chain is gathering information about the commodity like time of production, originality and path 

of distribution. This benefit was not considered in literature review and as a new concept could be 

enumerated.  

 

RQ.3 which of the RFID Security concerns has the most effect on supply chains 

privacy?  
 

According to tables 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9 and the analysis of each, perceptions about the security, 

obstacles against hackers and solutions for counterfeiting prevention were suggested by 

respondents in chapter 6, following theories and items have the most frequency of repeating 

by respondents and therefore contain more weights in selecting one or more security models 
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or system to provide minimum level of required RFID security in supply chains. On the other 

hand considering them would be helpful to choose the right and suitable model which covers 

more key points, perceptions and solutions proposed during interviews for better 

implementation of RFID in supply chains. Some of them were discussed in the analysis of 

tables explained in chapter 6. They are: Physical security, Encryption, Frequency security, 

Software, applications and database security, organized standards, Authentication and 

encryption, and defining password. These are more considered by the respondents so if we 

design, find or customize a model or system which be able to cover as much as  issues, then we 

can say that the most effective RFID system in supply chain which has adequate security features 

or intrusion and counterfeiting detection and preventions is obtained.  

Frequency security is one of the physical security branches, but its security is directly dependent 

to human factors and the users of RFID and is not possible to provide an appropriate level of 

security by software or application or restriction mechanisms like authentication or encryption. 

So when we want to propose security especially physical security for RFID systems, we need 

commitment and cooperation of management or the whole team who use the RFID. It is 

necessary to reach to a minimum level of security.  

 But when we want to provide effective security features for supply chains by a model, it is 

needed to find a model which supports more security features or issues like encryption, 

authentication and security of softwares and databases involved with RFID in the supply 

chain. 

  

 

7.2. Overall conclusion 

  
Many of the respondents of the current research emphasized on security of softwares and 

databases to provide security for supply chains use RFID. This kind of security also could be 

provided by a secure and safe middle ware which has different levels of checking and 

restrictions against unauthorized access to servers, like database server in the backbone 

network. The diagram drawn in frame of reference in chapter three (3) is an example of such 

a model.  

(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) proposed a system with central authentication and authorization 

servers, that provides untraceability for RFID tags, named Automatic Identification 

Management System for Multiple Security Domains (AIMS4MSD).  

(Marcel Henseler et al .2008) states that AIMS4MSD model is able to cover and support: 

Authentication, Authorization, Integrity, Asynchronization, Cryptography, Availability, 

Access control, Graceful degradation, Confidentiality, Anonymity, Cost efficiency and Low 

memory footprint. 

The specifications mentioned above about the AIMS4MSD system, can support features that 

RFID softwares and database need to provide security in order to remove specialists 

concerns. Also restriction mechanisms like authentication, authorization, confidentiality, 

access control and encryption are supported by the security system offered, AIMS4MSD. So 

we see that if this model implemented in RFID system, like the diagram drawn in emerged 

frame of reference, can control the data transactions between supply chain component parts 

and server rooms which databases and softwares are resident. Also restricts and filters the 

access or unauthorized access to RFID systems and databases. The minimum features 

required for providing security to access RFID information stored in servers and access to 

databases, is provided by AIMS4MSD.  
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7.3. Implications for Management  

 
According to research findings and conclusion obtained above following implications can be 

proposed to the management for further actions and decisions:  

 

A. According to interviews performed, it was obvious that all managers and specialists 

were unanimous and believed that security is mandatory and necessary for all kinds 

of RFID applications in supply chains however they were worried about the type of 

security of RFID they were able or not able to implement in their projects with 

different aspects.  

By combining the model or system proposed in frame of reference which is a 

modified and completed version of what Marcel Henseler et al .2008 proposed in 

their research, with the backbone network with its servers like: ONS Server, PML 

Server, Database, and ERP/WMS to manage and control the transactions happen 

during supply chains, we can conclude a model to provide security for RFID 

networks in supply chain.  

 

B. In order to enter RFID in a competitive market in Iran, it is needed to train the public 

users of RFID for the necessity of security in their implementations as a factor which 

helps a pervasive usage. When the users be confident from privacy and security of 

RFID in public environments their tendency would be more. When security features 

were enumerated in different and periodic trainings to employers of RFID projects, 

then they would trust to RFID technology more and accept its usage and necessity. 

This would expand the market and enter it in a competitive situation.  

C. Suggestion from the side of executives of RFID in Iran to government to establish 

and provide an authority organization which controls and monitor the standards or 

methods used in RFID market, would be helpful to provide more trust between users 

and help to expand the usage.  

D. The author suggests to managers, executives and importers of RFID technology to 

establish a syndicate of RFID executives or importers in order to aggregate the orders 

from foreigner exporters and sellers. It could be helpful to increase the bargaining 

power and to enjoy from a total discount. It has a significant effect on the price of 

RFID devices, equipments and tags.  

E. The author suggests to RFID managers and executives to hold more RFID trainings 

for their staff, contractors and users. It can help them to recognize, more and better 

the vulnerabilities, weak points and strength points of RFID.  

F. A better recognition from RFID applications especially in supply chains which come 

from foreign cases and implementations would be helpful and informative for 

managers to advertise and market on new applications and benefits of RFID in supply 

chains.  
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7.4. Limitations  

 
During the current research, the researcher encountered some limitations which restricted him 

from more comprehensive surveys and restricted the results to what was available:  

A. 10 companies of RFID executives out of 24 companies I found were not available or 

changed their business lines or did not respond to contacts and calls. 

B. Some were worried about the research I was performing and felt that my findings 

would threat their business so did not cooperate.  

C. 7 companies did not have tendency for a face to face interview so preferred to receive 

the questions electronically by emails and asked me to send them the questions 

prepared for interviews. I satisfied their expectations, but up to the day of finalizing 

the research and finishing the thesis, I received no response from them despite of 

many follow ups.  

D. 7 companies agreed on presence based interviews which 3 of them were found and 

introduced by the snowball method by specialists in this way.  

 

7.5. Further research  

 
The topic of the current thesis was the impact of RFID Security vulnerabilities on supply 

chain so during this research the researcher faced with some points and fields which can be 

followed in future for those who prefer to goes further and want to look to RFID in some 

different aspects.  

So the author suggests the following items for further research:  

 

1- RFID Supply Chain Execution Applications which provide the implementations of RFID 

in the real world of manufactures, supply chains and businesses. 

 

2- Advantages/Disadvantages between using RFID and Barcodes, to provide a list or a table 

for comparison and evaluating the pros and cons in order to find a economical justification in 

investment for each of the technologies as the output of the research. 

 

3- Challenges and reasons which delayed the acceptance of RFID in businesses especially in 

Fundamental, technical and organizational levels. 

 

4- The how's and whys for providing frequency security for RFID when implemented in 

supply chains or even in locations like ports, refineries, railways and airports or where ever 

that noises could appear and cause disorder.  
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A) Interview guide and preparation  

 
Issues which are going to be considered and associated in the interview are coming in the 

following which are in accordance with what Saunders et al. (2009), pp. 328-335 mentioned 

as success key factors in interview in order to ascertain five Ps: Prior Planning Prevent Poor 

Performance.  

 

 "LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE":  enough information about the research topic and 

organizational or situational context. 

 "LEVEL OF INFORMATION SUPPLIED TO THE INTERVIEWEE" might 

promote the credibility of interview. A list of interview themes could be delivered to 

the interviewee(s) before the interview.  

 "APPROPRIATENESS OF LOCATION": selecting a convenient and quiet place for 

interview in order to provide comfort for the participant(s). 

 "APPROPRIATENESS OF THE RESEARCHR'S APPEAREANCE AT THE 

INTERVIEW": better to select a similar style of dress to those to be interviewed. 

 "NATURE OF THE OPENING COMMENTS TO BE MADE WHEN INTERVIEW 

COMMENCES" :  There is a need to explain the research to the interviewee first few 

minutes of conversation will cause ice breaking between the researcher and the 

participant(s) – the two non-familiar with each other. 

 "APPROACH TO QUESTIONING": Questions should be phrased clearly. 

Approaching to questions would decrease the range for bias and increase the 

reliability. Questions attempt to conduct the interview or that point bias should be 

avoided, also long questions should be avoided too. Questions should not contain too 

many theoretical concepts. A critical incident technique shall be used to declare a 

definite idea concerning the effects for the participant(s). it is better to leave the 

sensitive questions for the end of the interview, it will make the researcher more 

confident from the responses. 

 "NATURE AND IMPACT OF THE INTERVIEWER'S BEHAVIOUR DURING 

THE COURSE OF THE INTERVIEW": It will decrease the scope of bias. Non-

verbal behavior that point to bias should be avoided. Posture and tone of voice of 

interviewer might promote the flow of interview. Sitting of the researcher would show 

the attentiveness to the participant(s). 

 "DEMONSTRATION OF ATTENTIVE LISTENING SKILLS": It will help the 

researcher to understand the interviewee's definitions and explanations especially in 

an in-depth interview like mine.  

 "SCOPE TO TEST UNDERSTANDING" : By summarizing the explanations 

supplied by the participant(s), and then asking the interviewee to read the perceptions 

and notes summarized from the actual interview, here further points could be added if 

was not previously apparent.  
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 "APPROACH TO RECORDING DATA": Beside audio-recording, taking notes 

during the interview is useful; it will also provide a back-up. An immediate 

compilation of the full record of interview is recommended. These contextual data 

shall be recorded:  (a) location of the interview, (b) date and time, (c) setting of the 

room of interview, (d) background of the interviewee ( role, post title, gender), (e) the 

interviewer's impression from the interview.  Also the researcher should ensure the 

interviewee from the confidentiality and anonymity of what is recorded. 

 "CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND BIAS": Happening the misunderstanding of 

responses because of cultural conflicts between the researcher and participant(s) is 

completely probable.  

 COMPANY BACKGROUND: items come in the following shall be considered when 

performing the interview, they will be helpful in separating the responses and 

concluding the according results, 1- Number of employees of the firm, 2- Brand of the 

firm, 3-Short history of the firm for example the time of starting and establishing the 

company and the location of the firm (geography), 4- size of the company and market 

share, 5- Type of products. 

 

 

B) Interview Questions sample:  

 

1) What is your perception of supply chain?  

2) Dose any relation between your current or finished projects and supply chain 

exists? What kind of relation do they have? How much do your projects are 

dependent to supply chains? 

3) By your opinion how much RFID technology is effective in supply chains? Which 

of the supply chain fields do you think is the most consumer or user of RFID?  

4) What do you call the benefits of RFID technology in supply chains?  

5) What is your experience in security of RFID? 

6) Would you please name the RFID projects your company or organization has 

handled, if possible? And how much area did they cover? 

7) What do you call the security of wireless networks like RFID? And how much 

they are important? 

8) What are security features implemented in your projects? Please express their 

names, types and categories. 
9) What security standards you used in projects? Did you perform any test or 

examinations to check the correspondence of your projects' specifications and 

abilities with standards? 

10) Did your organization's customers or employers request a minimum level of 

security in RFID projects that you consulted or implemented specialty for those 

involved with supply chain? If affirmative which features were more critical and 
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important to them, and what is the minimum level of security required for those 

features? 
11) How much is your belief or your company's or your organization's decision 

makers' believes on the necessity or obligation of considering RFID security 

points? Does it have any specific position in your organization's policy? 

12) According to your experience, specialty and market share of RFID, what is the 

first and most important obstacle or restriction against hackers or intruders?  

And by what means you implemented this restriction in your projects? 

13) Does security implementation in RFID software based transactions in your 

projects; follow any specific model or method in your projects? 

14) How you prevent counterfeiting and tampering the data reserved or stored in 

RFID tags?  

15) Among coming security axles, which of them do you think, is the most 

important one and gets the highest priority in implementation? Please give them 

a number in order to show the priority.  

16) How is observing security in your RFID projects according to your customers' 

aspects? How did it influence your market share? 

17) According to your experience, what are RFID vulnerabilities or weak points 

when considering security aspect? Did you propose any solution to your 

employee or customers to remove them? Please name the projects these solutions 

were applied there.  

 

 

 

 

 
 


